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Preface
In June of 2003 the Minnesota Legislature adopted a requirement for an Independent Study of
Intermittent Resources, which evaluates the impacts of over 825 MW of wind power on the NSP
system1. The Public Utilities Commission requested that the Department of Commerce take
responsibility for oversight of the Study with the understanding that the Office of the Reliability
Administrator would represent the Department2.
After the conclusion of the 2003 Legislative session a thorough and complete research of the current
status and understanding of integrating wind power into electric power systems, including a
comprehensive literature search, was completed. A broad-based workgroup was assembled to guide
the initial development of the Study. This group included representatives of Xcel Energy, Minnesota
municipal utilities, Minnesota cooperative utilities, the Minnesota Chamber of Commerce, the
American Wind Energy Association, Minnesota environmental organizations, the U.S Department of
Energy / National Renewable Energy Laboratory, and the Department of Commerce.
Members of that workgroup included:
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The workgroup met several times to develop the Statement of Work for the study. Xcel Energy
competitively bid the study and contracted with the successful bidder, a team lead by EnerNex
Corporation.
This study is a significant advance in the science and understanding of the impacts of the variability
of wind power on power system operation in the Midwest. For example, the application of
sophisticated, science-based atmospheric models to accurately characterize the variability of Midwest
wind generation is a vast improvement over previous methods.
The study benefited from extensive expert guidance and review by a Technical Review Committee
(TRC).
Thank you to all of the participants in the TRC, which included:
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The aggressive schedule for completion of this study prevented investigation of several critical next
steps. The study outlines several important next steps needed to develop effective solutions to
mitigate these impacts including improved strategies and practices for unit commitment and
scheduling as well as improved forecasting and markets.
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Project Summary
Introduction
In 2003, the Minnesota Legislature adopted a requirement for an Independent Study of Intermittent
Resources to evaluate the impacts of over 825 MW of wind power on the Xcel Energy system. The
Minnesota Public Utilities Commission requested that the office of the Reliability Administrator of
the Minnesota Department of Commerce take responsibility for the study and its scope and
administration. Through a competitive bidding process, the study was commissioned in January of
2004. Results of that study are reported here.
Xcel Energy, formed by the merger of Denver-based New Centuries Energies and Minneapolis-based
Northern States Power Company, is the fourth-largest combination electricity and natural gas energy
company in the United States. Xcel Energy serves over 1.4 million electric customers in the states of
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota, South Dakota and Michigan. Their peak demand in this region
is approximately 9,000 MW in 2003 and projected to rise to approximately 10,000 MW by 2010.
In 2003, the Xcel Energy operating area in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and parts of the Dakotas had about
470 MW of wind power under contract, including about 300 MW operating, in Southwestern
Minnesota. An additional 450 MW of wind power has been awarded through the 2001 All Source Bid
process. Minnesota legislation could result in a total of 1,450 to 1,750 MW of wind power serving the
NSP system by 2010 and 1,950 to 2,250 MW by 2015.
An earlier study commissioned by Xcel Energy and the Utility Wind Interest Group (UWIG,
www.uwig.org) estimated that the approximately 300 MW of wind generation in Xcel Energy’s
control area in Minnesota at that time resulted in additional annual costs to Xcel of $1.85 for each
megawatt-hour (MWH) of wind energy delivered to the system. While for some time there had been
recognition and consensus that the unique characteristics of wind generation likely would have some
technical and financial impacts on the utility system, this study was the first attempt at a formal
quantification for an actual utility control area.
The study looked at the “operating” time frame, which consists primarily of those activities required
to ensure that there will be adequate electric energy supply to meet the projected demand over the
coming hours and days, that the system is operated at all times so as not to compromise security or
reliability, and that the demand be met at the lowest possible cost.
The study reported on here takes a similar perspective. The scenario evaluated, however, is
dramatically different. Instead of 300 MW of wind generation confined to relatively small parts of
two adjacent counties, a potential future development of 1500 MW of wind generation spread out
over hundreds of square miles is considered. In addition, the wind generation central to the previous
study was well characterized through existing monitoring projects and measurements at all of the
time scales of interest, making questions about how wind generation would appear to the Xcel
system operators relatively simple to address. In this study, developing a characterization of how
large, geographically-diverse wind plants would appear in the aggregate to the system operators was
one early and major challenge.
To better understand the study scope, its specific challenges, and the results, some background on
utility system operations and the characteristics of wind generation is helpful.

Overview of Utility System Operations
Interconnected power systems are large and extremely complex machines, consisting of thousands of
individual elements. The mechanisms responsible for their control must continually adjust the
supply of electric energy to meet the combined and ever-changing electric demand of the system’s
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users. There are a host of constraints and objectives that govern how this is done. For example, the
system must operate with very high reliability and provide electric energy at the lowest possible cost.
Limitations of individual network elements –generators, transmission lines, substations – must be
honored at all times. The capabilities of each of these elements must be utilized in a fashion to
provide the required high levels of performance and reliability at the lowest overall cost.
Operating the power system, then, involves much more than adjusting the combined output of the
supply resources to meet the load. Maintaining reliability and acceptable performance, for example,
requires that operators:
•

Keep the voltage at each node (a point where two or more system elements – lines,
transformers, loads, generators, etc. – connect) of the system within prescribed limits;

•

Regulate the system frequency (the steady electrical speed at which all generators in the
system are rotating) of the system to keep all generating units in synchronism;

•

Maintain the system in a state where it is able to withstand and recover from unplanned
failures or losses of major elements

The activities and functions necessary for maintaining system performance and reliability and
minimizing costs are generally classified as “ancillary services.” While there is no universal
agreement on the number or specific definition of these services, the following items adequately
encompass the range of technical aspects that must be considered for reliable operation of the system:
•

Voltage regulation and VAR dispatch – deploying of devices capable of generating reactive
power to manage voltages at all points in the network;

•

Regulation – the process of maintaining system frequency by adjusting certain generating
units in response to fast fluctuations in the total system load;

•

Load following – moving generation up (in the morning) or down (late in the day) in
response to the daily load patterns;

•

Frequency-responding spinning reserve – maintaining an adequate supply of generating
capacity (usually on-line, synchronized to the grid) that is able to quickly respond to the loss
of a major transmission network element or another generating unit;

•

Supplemental Reserve – managing an additional back-up supply of generating capacity that
can be brought on line relatively quickly to serve load in case of the unplanned loss of
significant operating generation or a major transmission element.

The frequency of the system and the voltages at each node are the fundamental performance indices
for the system. High interconnected power system reliability is a consequence of maintaining the
system in a secure state – a state where the loss of any element will not lead to cascading outages of
other equipment - at all times.
The electric power system in the United States (contiguous 48 states) is comprised of three
interconnected networks: the Eastern Interconnection (most of the states East of the Rocky
Mountains), the Western Interconnection (Rocky Mountain States west to the Pacific Ocean), and
ERCOT (most of Texas). Within the Eastern and Western interconnections, dozens of individual
“control” areas coordinate their activities to maintain reliability and conduct transactions of electric
energy with each other. A number of these individual control areas are members of Regional
Transmission Organizations (RTOs), which oversee and coordinate activities across a number of
control areas for the purposes of maintaining the security of the interconnected power system and
implementing wholesale power markets.
A control area consists of generators, loads, and defined and monitored transmission ties to
neighboring areas. Each control area must assist the larger interconnection with maintaining
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frequency at 60 Hz, and balance load, generation, out-of-area purchases and sales on a continuous
basis. In addition, a prescribed amount of backup or reserve capacity (generation that is unused but
available within a certain amount of time) must be maintained at all times as protection against
unplanned failure or outage of equipment.
To accomplish the objectives of minimizing costs and ensuring system performance and reliability
over the short term (hours to weeks), the activities that go on in each control area consist of:
•

Developing plans and schedules for meeting the forecast load over the coming days, weeks,
and possibly months, considering all technical constraints, contractual obligations, and
financial objectives;

•

Monitoring the operation of the control area in real time and making adjustments when the
actual conditions - load levels, status of generating units, etc. - deviate from those that were
forecast.

A number of tools and systems are employed to assist in these activities. Developing plans and
schedules involves evaluating a very large number of possibilities for the deployment of the available
generating resources. A major objective here is to utilize the supply resources so that all obligations
are met and the total cost to serve the projected load is minimized. With a large number of individual
generating units with many different operational characteristics and constraints, fuel types,
efficiencies, and other supply options such as energy purchases from other control areas, software
tools must be employed to develop optimal plans and schedules. These tools assist operators in
making decisions to “commit” generating units for operation, since many units cannot realistically be
stopped or started at will. They are also used to develop schedules for the next day or days that will
result in minimum costs if adhered to and if the load forecasts are accurate.
The Energy Management System (EMS) is the technical core of modern control areas. It consists of
hardware, software, communications, and telemetry to monitor the real-time performance of the
control area and make adjustments to generating unit and other network components to achieve
operating performance objectives. A number of these adjustments happen very quickly without the
intervention of human operators. Others, however, are made in response to decisions by individuals
charged with monitoring the performance of the system.
The nature of control area operations in real-time or in planning for the hours and days ahead is such
that increased knowledge of what will happen correlates strongly to better strategies for managing
the system. Much of this process is already based on predictions of uncertain quantities. Hour-byhour forecasts of load for the next day or several days, for example, are critical inputs to the process
of deploying electric generating units and scheduling their operation. While it is recognized that load
forecasts for future periods can never be 100% accurate, they nonetheless are the foundation for all of
the procedures and process for operating the power system. Increasingly sophisticated load
forecasting techniques and decades of experience in applying this information have done much to
lessen the effects of the inherent uncertainty

Characteristics of Wind Generation
The nature of its “fuel” supply distinguishes wind generation from more traditional means for
producing electric energy. The electric power output of a wind turbine depends on the speed of the
wind passing over its blades. The effective speed (since the wind speed across the swept area of the
wind turbine rotor is not necessarily uniform) of this moving air stream exhibits variability on a wide
range of time scales – from seconds to hours, days, and seasons. Terrain, topography, other nearby
turbines, local and regional weather patterns, and seasonal and annual climate variations are just a
few of the factors that can influence the electrical output variability of a wind turbine generator.
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It should be noted that variability in output is not confined only to wind generation. Hydro plants,
for example, depend on water storage that can vary from year to year or even seasonally. Generators
that utilize natural gas as a fuel can be subject to supply disruptions or storage limitations.
Cogeneration plants may vary their electric power production in response to demands for steam
rather than the wishes of the power system operators. That said, the effects of the variable fuel
supply are likely more significant for wind generation, if only because the experience with these
plants accumulated thus far is so limited.
An individual turbine is negligibly small with respect to the load and other supply resources in the
control area, so the aggregate performance of a large number of turbines is what is of primary interest
with respect to impacts on the transmission grid and system operations. Large wind generation
facilities that connect directly to the transmission grid employ large numbers of individual wind
turbine generators, with the total nameplate generation on par with other more conventional plants.
Individual wind turbine generators that comprise a wind plant are usually spread out over a
significant geographical area. This has the effect of exposing each turbine to a slightly different fuel
supply. This spatial diversity has the beneficial effect of “smoothing out” some of the variations in
electrical output. The benefits of spatial diversity are also apparent on larger geographical scales, as
the combined output of multiple wind plants will be less variable (as a percentage of total output)
than for each plant individually.
Another aspect of wind generation, which applies to conventional generation but to a much smaller
degree, is the ability to predict with reasonable confidence what the output level will be at some time
in the future. Conventional plants, for example, cannot be counted on with 100% confidence to
produce their rated output at some coming hour since mechanical failures or other circumstances
may limit their output to a lower level or even result in the plant being taken out of service. The
probability that this will occur, however, is low enough that such an occurrence is often discounted
or completely ignored by power system operators in short-term planning activities.
Because wind generation is driven by the same physical phenomena that control the weather, the
uncertainty associated with a prediction of generation level at some future hour, even maybe the next
hour, is significant. In addition, the expected accuracy of any prediction will degrade as the time
horizon is extended, such that a prediction for the next hour will almost always be more accurate
than a prediction for the same hour tomorrow.
The combination of production variability and relatively high uncertainty of prediction makes it
difficult, at present, to “fit” wind generation into established practices and methodologies for power
system operations and short-term planning and scheduling. These practices, and even emerging
concepts such as hour- and day-ahead competitive markets, have a necessary bias toward “capacity”
- because of system security and reliability concerns so fundamental to power system operation with energy a secondary consideration. Wind generation is a clean, increasingly inexpensive, and
stable supply of electric energy. The challenge going forward is to better understand how wind
energy as a supply resource interacts with other types of electric generation and how it can be
exploited to maximize benefits, in spite its unique characteristics.

Wind Generation and Long-Term Power System Reliability
In longer term planning of electric power systems, overall reliability is often gauged in terms of the
probability that the planned generation capacity will be insufficient to meet the projected system
demand. This question is important from the planning perspective because it is recognized that even
conventional electric generating plants and units are not completely reliable – there is some
probability that in a given future hour capacity from the unit would be unavailable or limited in
capability due to a forced outage – i.e. mechanical failure. This probability of not being able to meet
the load demand exists even if the installed capacity in the control area exceeds the peak projected
load.
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In this sense, conventional generating units are similar to wind plants. For conventional units, the
probability that the rated output would not be available is rather low, while for wind plants the
probability could be quite high. Nevertheless, it is likely that a formal statistical computation of
system reliability would reveal that the probability of not being able to meet peak load is lower with
a wind plant on the system than without it.
The capacity value of wind plants for long term planning analyses is currently a topic of significant
discussion in the wind and electric power industries. Characterizing the wind generation to
appropriately reflect the historical statistical nature of the plant output on hourly, daily, and seasonal
bases is one of the major challenges. Several techniques that capture this variability in a format
appropriate for formal reliability modeling have been proposed and tested. The lack of adequate
historical data for the wind plants under consideration is an obstacle for these methods.
The capacity value issue also arises in other, slightly different contexts. In the Mid-Continent Area
Power Pool (MAPP), the emergence of large wind generation facilities over the past decade led to the
adaptation of a procedure use for accrediting capacity of hydroelectric facilities for application to
wind facilities. Capacity accreditation is a critical aspect of power pool reserve sharing agreements.
The procedure uses historical performance data to identify the energy delivered by these facilities
during defined peak periods important for system reliability. A similar retrospective method was
used in California for computing the capacity payments to third-party generators under their
Standard Offer 4 contract terms.
By any of these methods, it can be shown that wind generation does make a calculable contribution to
system reliability in spite of the fact that it cannot be directly dispatched like most conventional
generating resources. The magnitude of that contribution and the appropriate method for its
determination remain important questions.

Objectives of this Study
The need for various services to interoperate with the interconnected electric power system is not
unique to wind. Practically all elements of the bulk power network – generators, transmission lines,
delivery points (substations) – have an influence on or increase the aggregate demand for ancillary
services. Within the wind industry and for those transmission system operators who now have
significant experience with large wind plants, the attention has turned from debating whether wind
plants require such support but rather to the type and quantity of such services necessary for
successful integration.
Many of the earlier concerns and issues related to the possible impacts of large wind generation
facilities on the transmission grid have been shown to be exaggerated or unfounded by a growing
body of research, studies, and empirical understanding gained from the installation and operation of
over 6000 MW of wind generation in the United States.
The focus of these studies covers the range of technical questions related to interconnection and
integration. With respect to the ancillary services listed earlier, there is a growing emphasis on better
understanding how significant wind generation in a control area affects operations in the very short
term – i.e. real-time and a few hours ahead – and planning activities for the next day or several days.
Recent studies, including the initial study for Xcel Energy by the UWIG, have endeavored to quantify
the impact of wind generation facilities on real-time operation and short-term planning for various
control areas. The methods employed and the characteristics of the power systems analyzed vary
substantially. There are some common findings and themes throughout these studies, however,
including:
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•

Despite differing methodologies and levels of detail, ancillary service costs resulting from
integrating wind generation facilities are relatively modest for the growth in U.S. wind
generation expected over the next three to five years.

•

The cost to the operator of the control area to integrate a wind generation facility is obviously
non-zero, and increases as the ratio of wind generation to conventional supply sources or the
peak load in the control area increases.

•

For the penetration levels (ratio of nameplate wind generation to peak system load)
considered in these studies (generally less than 20%) the integration costs per MWH of wind
energy were likely modest.

•

Wind generation is variable and uncertain, but how this variation and uncertainty combines
with other uncertainties inherent in power system operation (e.g. variations in load and load
forecast uncertainty) is a critical factor in determining integration costs.

•

The effect of spatial and temporal diversity with large numbers of individual wind turbines
is a key factor in smoothing the output of wind plants and reducing their ancillary service
requirements from a system-wide perspective.

The objective of this study is to conduct a comprehensive, quantitative assessment of integration costs
and reliability impacts of 1500 MW of wind generation in the Xcel Energy control area in Minnesota
in the year 2010, when the peak load is projected to be just under 10,000 MW. As discussed
previously, such a large wind generation scenario poses some significant study challenges, and lies
near the outer edge penetration-wise of the studies conducted to date.
Per the instructions developed by Xcel Energy and the Minnesota Department of Commerce, the
study was to focus on those issues, activities, and functions related to the short-term planning and
scheduling of electric generation resources and the operation of the Xcel control area in real time, and
questions concerning the contributions of wind generation to power system reliability. While very
important for wind generation and certainly a topic of much current discussion in the upper
Midwest, transmission issues were not to be addressed in this study. Some transmission issues are
considered implicitly, as interactions with neighboring control areas and the emerging wholesale
power markets being administered by MISO (Midwest Independent System Operator) are relevant to
the questions addressed here.

Organization of Documentation
The report for this study is provided as two volumes. This volume of the report addresses each of the
four tasks of the report and provides the final conclusions. A second, stand-alone volume contains all
of the detail for the first task of the study, a complete characterization of the wind resource in
Minnesota. In it are dozens of color maps and charts that describe and quantify the meteorology that
drives the wind resource in the upper Midwest, along with graphical depictions of the locational
variation of the wind resource and potential wind generation by month and time of day. Some of the
material from this companion volume is repeated as it describes the process for developing the wind
generation model that used for the later tasks.
The major sections of this document address each of four tasks as defined in the work scope of the
original request-for-proposal (RFP).

Task 1: Characterizing the Nature of Wind Power Variability in the Midwest - Overview and Results
A major impediment to obtaining a better understanding of how large amounts of wind generation
would affect electric utility control area operations and wholesale power markets is the relative lack
of historical data and operating experience with multiple, geographically dispersed wind plants.
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Measurement data and other information have been compiled over the past few years on some large
wind plants across the country. The Lake Benton plants at the Buffalo Ridge substation in
southwestern Minnesota have been monitored in detail for several years. The understanding of how
a single large wind plant might behave is much better today than it was five years ago.
For the study, predicting how all of the wind plants in the 1500 MW scenario appear in the aggregate
to the Xcel system operators and planners is a critical aspect. That total amount of wind generation
will likely consist of many small and large facilities spread out over a large land area, with individual
facilities separated by tens of miles up to over two hundred miles.
The approach for this study was to utilize sophisticated meteorological simulations and archived
weather data to “recreate” the weather for selected past years, with “magnification” in both space
and time for the sites of interest. Wind speed histories from the model output for the sites at heights
for modern wind turbines were then converted to wind generation histories.
Figure 1 shows the “grid” used with the MM5 numerical model to simulate the actual meteorology
occurring over the upper Midwest. The simulation featured two internal, nested grids of
successively higher spatial resolution. On the innermost grid, specific points that were either colocated with existing wind plants or likely prospects for future development were identified. Wind
speed data along with other key atmospheric variables from these selected grids (Figure 2) were
saved at ten-minute intervals as the simulation progressed through three years of weather modeling.

Figure 1:

MM5 nested grid configuration utilized for study area. The 3 grid run includes 2 inner nested
grids to optimize the simulation resolution in the area of greatest interest. The grid spacing is
45, 15 and 5 km for the outer, middle and innermost nests, respectively.
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Figure 2: “Tower” locations on the innermost MM5 model grid where wind speed data and other
meteorological data were captured and archived at ten-minute intervals.

The high-resolution time series of wind speed data was converted to wind generation data by
applying power curves for existing and prospective commercial wind turbines at each of the grid
points. As a check on the accuracy of this overall modeling approach, the calculated wind generation
data was compared to actual measurements from groups of turbines in the Lake Benton, MN area for
the entire year of 2003 to validate the models. A comparison for a typical month is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3:

Comparison of simulated wind generation data to actual measurements for a group of
wind turbines at Lake Benton, MN on the Buffalo Ridge
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The validation exercise showed that the numerical weather modeling approach produced high
quality results. In months where the wind is driven by larger-scale weather patterns, the average
error as a percentage of power production over the period was about 6%. In the summer months,
where smaller-scale features such as thunderstorm complexes have more influence on wind speed,
the mean error was larger, but still less than 9%. Mean absolute errors as a percent of capacity were
approximately 15% or less for most months.
A critical feature of the wind generation model for this study is that it captures the effects of the
geographic dispersion of the wind generation facilities. For Xcel system operators, how the wind
plants operate in the aggregate is of primary importance. This science-based modeling approach
provides for representing the relationships between the behaviors of the individual plants over time
more accurately than any other method.
Numerical weather simulations were also used in this task to develop a detailed characterization of
the wind resource in Minnesota. Temporal and geographic variations in wind speed and power
production over the southern half of Minnesota are characterized through a number of charts,
graphs, and maps.
Task 1 concluded with a discussion of issues related to wind generation forecasting accuracy and a
numerical experiment to compare various methods using the data and information compiled for
developing the wind generation model. The accuracy of any weather-related forecast will decrease as
the forecast horizon increases. Forecasts for the next few hours are likely to be significantly more
accurate than those for the next few days. The forecast experiment did show, however, that a more
sophisticated method employing artificial intelligence techniques, a computational learning system
(CLS) in conjunction with a numerical weather model, holds promise for significantly improving the
accuracy of forecasts spanning a range from a few hours ahead through a two day period. This
forecasting technique likely will have value for control area operators. Such techniques are in the
development stages now, but will be commercially available in the coming years, and relevant to the
study year for which this project is being conducted.

Figure 4:

Frequency distribution of power error as a percent of rated capacity for 6, 24 and 48 hour
forecasts. Inset table shows the frequency of power errors less than 10, 20 and 30 percent
of rated capacity for the CLS 6, 24 and 48 hour forecasts.
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Since transmission constraints were not considered explicitly in this project, geographic variations in
wind plant output are included in the analyses only to the extent that they affect the aggregated
output profile of the total wind generation in the control area. However, the spatial variations could
be combined with transmission constraints for a more refined evaluation, should that be desired in a
future study.

Task 2: Develop Xcel Energy System Model for 2010 Study Year - Overview and Results
To conduct the technical analysis, models for both the wind generation development in Minnesota
and the Xcel system in 2010 were developed. The wind generation scenario was derived from the
numerical weather model data discussed in the previous section. In coordination with Xcel Energy
and the Minnesota Department of Commerce, a county-by-county development scenario was
constructed (Table 1) for the year 2010. The wind speed data created by the numerical weather model
was converted to wind generation data at ten minute intervals for the three years of the simulation.
Table 1: Minnesota Wind Generation Development Scenario – CY2010

County

Nameplate Capacity

Lincoln
Pipestone
Nobles
Murray
Rock
Mower
Brookings (SD)
Deuel (SD)
Grant (SD)
Roberts (SD)
Total

350 MW
250 MW
250 MW
150 MW
50 MW
150 MW
100 MW
100 MW
50 MW
50 MW
1,500 MW

Xcel Energy predicts that the peak demand for their Minnesota control area will grow to 9933 MW in
2010. The projected resources to meet this demand are shown by type in Table 2 and graphically in
Figure 5. Wind energy, which includes most of the wind generation assumed for this study, is
assigned a capacity factor of 13.5% for purposes of this load and resources projection. Total capacity
is projected to exceed peak demand by 15%.
Table 2: Xcel Capacity Resources for 2010

Resource Type
Existing NSP-owned generation

Capacity (MW)
7,529

Planned NSP-owned generation

773

Long-term firm capacity purchases

903

Other purchase contracts with third-party
generators (including wind)

915

Short-term purchases considered as firm resources
Total

1,307
11,426
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2001 All-Source
Purchases

Wind Purchases

Biomass
Other Purchases
Nuclear

Nuclear

Short-Term Purchases

Coal - NSP Owned
Gas - NSP Owned
Gas - Expansion Plan
Gas - Other
Gas - NSP Self-Build CTs
Oil - NSP Owned

MH Long-Term Purchases

Hydro - NSP Owned

Coal - NSP Owned

Wood/RDF NSP Owned
MH Long-Term Purchases
Short-Term Purchases

Wood/RDF NSP Owned

Other Purchases

Hydro - NSP Owned

Biomass
2001 All-Source Purchases

Oil - NSP Owned

Wind Purchases

Gas NSP Owned

Gas - NSP Self-Build CTs
Gas - Other
Gas - Expansion Plan

Figure 5: Xcel supply resources for 2010 by type and fuel.

Since transmission issues were not to be explicitly considered in this study, the remaining component
of the Xcel system “model” for the study year is the system load. To conduct the technical analyses
as specified in the RFP, it was necessary to characterize and analytically quantify the system load in
great detail. A variety of measurements of the existing load were collected. To represent the system
load in 2010, measurements of the current load (e.g. Figure 6) were scaled so that the peak hour for
the year matched the expected peak in 2010 of 9933 MW.
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Figure 6: Measurements of existing load data used for characterizing expected load in 2010. Graph
shows 72 hours of data collected at 4 second intervals by the Xcel Energy Management
System (EMS)
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The wind generation model derived from the numerical weather simulations was augmented with
measurements from operating wind plants in Minnesota. The National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) has been collecting very high resolution data from the Lake Benton I & II wind
plants and the Buffalo Ridge substation in southwestern Minnesota for over three years. This data
(Figure 7) was used to develop a representation of what the fastest fluctuations in wind energy
delivery might look like to the Xcel system operators.
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Figure 7: NREL high-resolution measurement data from Lake Benton wind plants and Buffalo Ridge
substation. Data show is power production sampled at one second intervals.

Task 3: Evaluation of Wind Generation Reliability Impacts - Overview and Results
The purpose of the reliably analysis task of this study is to determine the ELCC (Effective Load
Carrying Capability) of the proposed wind generation on the Xcel system. This problem was
approached by modeling the system in the GE MARS (Multi-Area Reliability Simulation) program,
simulating the system with and without the additional wind generation and noting the power
delivery levels for the systems at a fixed reliability level. That reliability level is LOLE (Loss of Load
Expectation) of 0.1 days per year.
The MARS program uses a sequential Monte Carlo simulation to calculate the reliability indices for a
multi-area system by performing an hour by hour simulation. The program calculates generation
and load for each hour of the study year, calculating reliability statistics as it goes. The year is
simulated with different random forced outages on generation and transmission interfaces until the
simulation converges.
In this study three areas are modeled, the Xcel system including all non-wind resources, an area
representing Manitoba Hydro purchases and finally an area representing the Xcel Energy wind
resources. The wind resources were separated to allow monitoring of hourly generation of the wind
plant during the simulations.
The MARS model was developed based upon the 2010 Load and Resources table provided by Xcel
Energy. In addition, load shape information was based upon 2001 actual hourly load data provided
and then scaled to the 2010 adjusted peak load of 9933 MW.
The GE MARS input data file for the MAPP Reserve Capacity Obligation Review study was provided
by MAPPCOR to assist in setting up the MARS data file for this study. State transition tables
representing forced outage rate information and planned outage rate information for the Xcel
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resources where extracted from the file where possible. In some cases it was difficult to map
resources from the MAPP MARS file to the Load/Resources table provided by Xcel Energy. In those
cases the resource was modeled using a generic forced outage rate for the appropriate type of
generation (steam, combustion turbine, etc) obtained from the MAPP data file.
The model used multiple levels of wind output and probabilities, based on the multiple block
capacities and outage rates that can be specified for thermal resources in MARS. In each Monte Carlo
simulation, the MARS program randomly selects the transition states that are used for the simulation.
These states can change on and hour by hour basis, making MARS suitable for the modeling of the
wind resources.
To find a suitable transition rate matrix, 3 years of wind generation data supplied by WindLogics was
analyzed. That data was mapped on the proposed system and an hour by hour estimate of
generation was calculated for the three years. The generation was analyzed and state transitions
were calculated to form the state transition matrix for input to MARS.

Figure 8:

Results of reliability analysis for various wind generation modeling assumptions.

This result shows that the ELCC of the system improves by 400 MW or 26.67% of nameplate with the
addition of 1500 MW of wind resource. The existing 400 MW improved the ELCC by 135 MW or
about 33.75%. This is an estimate as the nameplate of the existing wind resource was not known
precisely.
The results fall into the range of what would be “expected” by researchers and other familiar with
modeling wind in utility reliability models. A remaining question, then, is one of the differences
between the formal reliability calculation and the capacity accreditation procedure currently used in
MAPP and being contemplated by other organizations.
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The MAPP procedure takes the narrowest view of the historical production data by limiting it to only
those hours around the peak hour for the entire month, which potentially excludes some hours where
the load is still substantial and there would be a higher risk of outage. Applying the MAPP
procedure to the aggregate wind generation model developed for this study yields a minimum
capacity factor of about 17%. It is still smaller, however, than the ELCC computed using lumped or
seasonal wind models (26.7%).
Even though the formal reliability calculation using GE-MARS utilizes a very large number of “trials”
(replications) in determining the ELCC for wind generation, the wind model in each of those trials is
still based on probabilities and state transition matrices derived from just three years of data. Some
part of the difference between the MAPP method and the formal reliability calculation, therefore, can
be attributed to an insufficient data set for characterizing the wind generation. When the sample of
historical data is augmented to the ten year historical record prescribed in the MAPP method, the
capacity value determined by the MAPP method would likely increase, reducing the magnitude of
the difference between the two results.
This does not account for the entire difference between the methods, though. The MAPP procedure
only considers the monthly peak hour, so the seasonal and diurnal wind generation variations as
characterized in Task 1 of this project would lead to a discounting of its capacity value.
Table 3:

Computed capacity values for 1500 MW wind generation scenario using MAPP
accreditation procedure

Month

Median (MW)

%

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

394
498
285
370
423
334
249
293
492
376
499
444

26.3%
33.2%
19.0%
24.7%
28.2%
22.3%
16.6%
19.5%
32.8%
25.1%
33.3%
29.6%

AVERAGE

388

25.9%

There are clear differences between the MAPP Capacity Credit method and the ELCC approach used
in this study. The MAPP algorithm selects wind generation data from a 4-hour window that includes
the peak, and is applied on a monthly basis. The ELCC approach is a risk-based method that
quantifies the system risk of meeting peak load, and is primarily applied on an annual basis. ELCC
effectively weights peak hours more than off-peak hours, so that two hypothetical wind plants with
the same capacity factor during peak hours can receive different capacity ratings. In a case like this,
the plant that delivers more output during high risk periods would receive a higher capacity rating
than a plant that delivers less output during high risk periods.
The MAPP approach shares a fundamental weakness with the method adopted by PJM: the 4-hour
window may miss load-hours that have significant risk, therefore ignoring an important potential
contribution from an intermittent generator. Conversely, an intermittent generator may receive a
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capacity value that is unjustifiably high because its generation in a high-risk hour is lower than
during the 4-hour window.
Because ELCC is a relatively complex, data-intensive calculation, simplified methods could be
developed at several alternative levels of detail. Any of these approaches would fully capture the
system’s high-risk hours, improving the algorithm beyond what would be capable with the fixed,
narrow window in the current MAPP method. Any of the methods can also be applied to several
years of data, which could be made consistent with current MAPP practice of using up to 10 years of
data, if available.

Task 4: Evaluation of Wind Generation Integration Costs on the Operating Time Frame - Overview and
Results
At significant levels relative to loads and other generating resources in the control area, wind
generation has the potential to increase the burden of managing the power system, thereby increasing
overall costs. The economic consequences of this increased burden are term “integration costs”, and
are the ultimate focus of this research effort. Integration costs for wind generation stem from two
primary factors:
•

Wind generation exhibits significant and mostly uncontrollable variability on all of the time
scales relevant to power system operations – seconds, minutes, hours, days;

•

The ability to predict or forecast wind generation for forward time periods is lower than that
for conventional resources, and declines as the forecast horizon moves outward.

How the combination of these characteristics can impact the overall cost of operating the system can
be thought of in the following way: For a given control area, the uncertainties associated with
scheduling and operating generating resources, namely errors in load forecasts or unexpected
outages or operating limitations of certain generating units - are well known based on history and
experience. Procedures have evolved to accommodate these uncertainties, such that for a particular
load magnitude or pattern, the supply resources are deployed and operated in a manner that
minimizes the total production cost. The additional variability that comes with a significant amount
of wind generation in the control area requires that the existing supply resources be used in a
different manner. Increased uncertainty related to the probable errors in wind generation forecasts
for future periods can lead to either more conservatism in the deployment of generating resources
(and more cost) or operating problems that arise due to the differences between the forecast and
actual wind generation in a particular hour (again, with possibly added cost).
The “value” of wind generation is separate from the integration costs. The objective here is to
determine how the cost to serve load that is not served by wind generation is affected by the plans
and procedures necessary to accommodate the wind generation and maintain the reliability and
security of the power system.
In this project, the integration costs are differentiated by the time scale over which they might be
incurred, with the total integration cost being the sum of the individual components. The time
frames and operating functions of interest include:
•

Regulation, which occurs on a very short time scale and involves the automatic control of a
sufficient amount of generating capacity to support frequency and maintain scheduled
transactions with other control areas;

•

Unit commitment and scheduling, which are operations planning activities aimed at
developing the lowest cost plan for meeting the forecast control area demand for the next day
or days;
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•

Load following and other intra-hourly operations that involve the deployment of
generating resources to track the demand pattern over the course of the day, and adjustments
to compensate for changes in the control area demand as the load transitions through the
hours and periods of the daily load pattern.

A variety of analytical techniques were employed to quantify the impacts of 1500 MW of wind
generation on the Xcel control area. The following sections describe the methods used in each of the
three time frames along with the results and conclusions.
Regulation
The aggregate load in the control area is constantly changing. The fastest of these changes can be
thought of as temporary ups and downs about some longer term pattern. Compensating in some
way for these fast fluctuations is necessary to meet control area performance standards and
contribute to the frequency support for the entire interconnection. Regulation is that generating
capacity that is deployed to compensate for these fast changes.
The regulation requirement for the Xcel system load in 2010 was projected by analyzing highresolution measurements of the current load. By applying appropriate smoothing techniques, the
fluctuating component responsible for the regulating burden can be isolated. Figure 9 shows the
result of this algorithm for one hour of the Xcel load. The blue line is actual instantaneous load,
sampled once every four seconds; the red line is the computed trend through the hour. The
difference between the actual load and the trend is the regulating characteristic.

Figure 9: Actual load (blue) and hourly trend (red) for one hour.

Wind generation also exhibits fluctuations on this time scale, and thereby may increase the
requirement for regulating capacity. The regulation trends are nearly energy neutral (the incremental
energy for the time spent above the trend is equal to that spent below the trend), so the economic
impact is the opportunity cost related to reserving the necessary amount of generation capacity to
perform this function.
Data from NREL monitoring at the Lake Benton wind plants and the Buffalo Ridge substation was
used to estimate the regulation requirements for the 1500 MW of wind generation in this study.
Figure 10 contains a short sample of this data, which is collected at one second intervals. The graph
shows actual wind generation(in percent of rated capacity) over a 24-hour period for several different
collections of wind turbines, each of which is connected to the Buffalo Ridge substation.
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Figure 10:

Typical daily wind generation for Buffalo Ridge plants data sampled at one second
intervals for 24 hours.

The significant item to note from the figure is that the red trace corresponds to a measurement of 280
individual turbines. The other traces area from subsets of this overall number. Analysis of the data
clearly shows that the fast fluctuations, when expressed as a percentage of the rated capacity of the
turbines comprising the group, declines substantially as the number of turbines increases.
Because of the factors responsible for these fast fluctuations, it can be reasonably concluded that
variations from one group of turbines are not dependent on or related to those from a geographically
separated group. In statistical terms, the variations are uncorrelated.
It is further assumed that the fast fluctuations from a group or groups of wind turbines are not
related to the fast fluctuations in the system load, since there is no plausible explanation for why they
would be related. Of interest here is how the fluctuations of the system load with wind generation
added compare to those from the system load alone.
For uncorrelated variations, statistics provides a straight-forward way to estimate the characteristics
of the system load and wind combination. For normally-distributed random variables, the standard
deviation of the combination can be computed from the standard deviations of the individual
variables with the following formula:

σT =

∑ σi

2

The standard deviation of the combination of the variables is the square root of the sum of the
squares of the individual standard deviations.
This statistical property can be applied to the random variables representing the fast fluctuations in
wind generation and the load. In the study scenario, it was assumed that the 1500 MW of wind
generation was actually comprised of 50 individual 30 MW wind plants. The regulation requirement
for each of these plants was estimated to be 5% of the nameplate rating, based on the analysis of the
measurement data from Buffalo Ridge. The standard deviation of the load fluctuations alone was
calculated to be 20.2 MW for 2010. Applying the formula from above, the standard deviation of the
Xcel system load in 2010 plus 1500 MW of wind generation is 22.8 MW.
A translation to regulating requirements can be made by recognizing that for the random, normallydistributed variables, over 99% of all of the variations will fall within plus or minus three standard
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deviations. So multiplying the results above by three leads to the conclusion that the addition of
wind would increase the regulation requirement by (22.8 – 20.2) x 3 = 7.8 MW.
The “cost” of this incremental regulating requirement can be estimated by calculating the
opportunity cost (revenue less production cost for energy that cannot be sold from the regulating
capacity) for 7.8 MW of generating capacity. Xcel currently employs large fossil units for regulation,
so the production cost is relatively low, around $10/MWH. If it is assumed that this energy could be
sold at $25/MWH, the opportunity cost over the entire year would be just over $1,000,000.
Dividing the total cost by the expected annual energy production of the 1500 MW of wind generation
(using an average capacity factor of 35%) yields an incremental regulation cost of $0.23/MWH.
Capacity value provides an alternative method for costing the incremental regulation requirement.
Using a value of $10/kW-month or $120/kw-year, the annual cost of allocating an additional 7.8 MW
of capacity to regulation duty comes out to be $936,000, about the same as the number arrived at
through the simple opportunity cost calculation. This number and the previous result are not
additive, however. By either method, the cost to Xcel for providing the incremental regulation
capacity due to the 1500 MW of wind generation in the control area is about $1 million per year.
Unit Commitment and Scheduling - Hourly Impacts
Because many generating units cannot be stopped and started at will, forward-looking operating
plans must be developed to look at the expected demand over the coming days and commit
generation to meet this demand. This plan should result in the lowest projected production cost, but
must also acknowledge the limitations and operating restrictions of the generating resources, provide
for the appropriate amount of reserve capacity, and consider firm and opportunity sales and
purchases of energy.
The approach for quantifying the costs that could be incurred with a significant amount of wind
generation was based on mimicking the activities of the system schedulers, then calculating the costs
of the resulting plans. The input data for the analysis consisted of hourly load data, wind generation
data, and wind generation forecast data for a two year period. Figure 11 contains a block diagram of
the process. For each day of the two year data set, a reference case was developed that assumed that
the daily energy from wind generation was known precisely, and that it was delivered in equal
amounts over the 24 hours of the day. This reference case was selected since it represents wind as a
resource that would have the minimum impact on the operation of other supply resources.

Figure 11: Block diagram of methodology used for hourly analysis.
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The next set of cases represented the actions of the system schedulers. The projected load and an
hour-by-hour wind generation forecast were input to the unit commitment and scheduling program.
The program then determined the lowest cost way to meet the load and accommodate the wind
generation as it was forecast to be delivered. The forecast wind generation was then replaced by
“actual” wind generation. Then, a simulation of the same day was conducted. However, instead of
allowing the program to change the planned deployment of generating resources, only the resources
available per the plan developed with the wind generation forecast data could be used to meet the
actual load, minus, of course, that load served by wind generation on an hourly basis.
This method was applied to 730 individual days that represented actual loads from 2002 and 2003
(scaled so that the peak matches that for 2010). Wind generation data from the numerical simulation
model for each of the days over those two years represented “actual” wind generation. Using results
from the forecasting experiment of Task 1, an additional time series was created to represent wind
generation forecast data for those years (a comparison of forecast vs. actual as used in this study is
shown in Figure 12). This set contained errors that are consistent with what would be expected from
a wind generation forecast developed on the morning of the previous day (a time horizon of 16 to 40
hours).
Table 4 shows the results by month for the hourly analysis. The average hourly integration cost
based on simulation of the commitment and scheduling process for 24 months is calculated to be
$4.37/MWH of wind energy. The assumptions used in the hourly analysis make that cost a relatively
conservative estimate – they are on the higher end of the range of results that could be generated by
varying the assumptions. There appear to be a number of opportunities and mechanisms that would
reduce those costs. The more important of these are related to the emergence of liquid wholesale
markets administered by MISO which would provide an alternative to using internal resources to
compensate for the variability of wind generation. Another is the analysis and development of
algorithms for unit commitment and scheduling that explicitly account for the uncertainty in wind
generation forecasts and lead to operating strategies that “win” more than they “lose” over the longer
term. Closely related to such algorithms are further developments of wind generation forecasting
techniques and analyses that would provide the appropriate input data.

Figure 12:

Wind generation forecast vs. actual for a two week period.
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Table 4: Hourly Integration Cost summary
Wind
Generation
(MWH)

Net
Load Served

Incr.
Prod. Cost

HA Energy
Cost

(MWH)

(k$)

(k$)

January

465,448

3,765,189

February

472,998

March

491,883

Hourly
Integration Load served
Cost
by Wind
(of
Total)
(per MWH)

1,949

0

4.19

11.0%

3,295,060

1,560

313

3.96

12.6%

3,417,066

1,104

94

2.43

12.6%

April

485,379

3,139,152

2,564

118

5.52

13.4%

May

400,220

3,294,088

916

240

2.89

10.8%

June

316,798

3,699,027

930

226

3.65

7.9%

July

427,006

4,246,909

3,228

144

7.90

9.1%

August

301,811

4,546,729

2,992

332

11.01

6.2%

September

516,199

3,434,343

1,151

539

3.27

13.1%

October

478,654

3,382,287

1,607

63

3.49

12.4%

November

602,016

3,180,262

1,499

149

2.74

15.9%

December

625,926

3,508,015

4,186

0

6.69

15.1%

January

532,870

3,476,721

2,003

8

3.77

13.3%

February

581,258

2,917,429

1,431

139

2.70

16.6%

March

511,552

3,416,137

1,618

89

3.34

13.0%

April

501,014

3,122,346

1,579

85

3.32

13.8%

May

465,686

3,240,090

604

160

1.64

12.6%

June

509,564

3,824,551

198

749

1.86

11.8%

July

411,140

4,574,548

4,416

426

11.78

8.2%

August

430,083

3,982,906

1,732

276

4.67

9.7%

September

485,658

3,569,729

2,260

162

4.99

12.0%

October

395,261

3,447,750

1,997

362

5.97

10.3%

November

435,350

3,295,648

1,309

76

3.18

11.7%

December

507,473

3,494,610

1,699

299

3.94

12.7%

11,351,247

85,270,590

44,531

5,048

4.37

11.7%

Totals

Load Following and Intra-hourly Effects
Within the hour, Xcel generating resources are controlled by the Energy Management System to
follow the changes in the load. Some of these changes can be categorized as “regulation”, which was
analyzed in a previous section. Others, however, are of longer duration and reflect the underlying
trends in the load – ramping up in the morning and down late in the day. Still others could be due to
longer-term variations about general load trend with time. The nature of these changes can be simply
quantified by looking at the MW change in load value from one ten minute interval to the next.
Energy impacts would stem from non-optimal dispatch of units relegated to follow load as it changes
within the hour. The faster fluctuations up and down about a longer term trend, determine the
regulation requirements as discussed before. These fluctuations were defined to be energy neutral –
i.e. integrated energy over a period is zero. The energy impacts on the load following time frame
thus do not include the regulation variations, but are driven by longer term deviations of the control
area demand from an even longer term trend. Additional production costs (compared with those
calculated on an hourly basis, for control area load that remains constant for the hour) result from the
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load following units dispatched to different and possibly non-optimal operating levels to track the
load variation through the hour.
The additional costs of this type attributable to wind generation are related, then, to how it alters the
intra-hourly characteristic of the net control area demand. High-resolution load data provided by
Xcel Energy and scaled to the year 2010 along with wind generation data from the numerical
simulation model were analyzed to elicit the characteristics of this behavior at ten-minute intervals.
Figure 13 shows a weekly trend of the changes from one ten-minute interval to the next for the
system load and wind generation. It is apparent from the plot that the load exhibits significantly
more variability than does wind generation.

Figure 13: Weekly time series of ten-minute variations in load and wind generation.

An entire year of data – almost 50,000 ten-minute data points - was analyzed to develop a statistical
distribution of these changes (Figure 14). The results show that wind generation has only a minor
influence on the changes from one interval to the next, and most of the effect is to increase the
relatively small number of larger-magnitude changes.

Figure 14:

Control area net load changes on ten minute intervals with and without wind generation.
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The same data was also analyzed to examine the variation from a longer term trend that tracks the
hour-by-hour daily load pattern. The distributions of these variations with and without wind
generation over the year of data are shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15:

Variation at ten-minute increments from daily “trend” pattern, with and without wind
generation.

The numerical results are similar to those described previously that considered the absolute changes
on ten-minute increments. The standard deviation of the distribution of deviations from the hourly
trend for the load only is 53.4 MW; with wind generation in the control area, the standard deviation
increases to 64 MW.
In the earlier study, results from simulations of a limited number of “typical” hours along with
several simplifying assumptions were extrapolated to annual projections. A cost impact of
$0.41/MWH was assigned to wind generation due the variability at a time resolution of five minutes.
However, one of the major simplifications was that only the wind generation exhibited significant
variability from a smooth hourly trend, so that all costs from the intra-hourly simulations beyond
those calculated at the hourly level could be attributed to wind generation.
The data analyses here lead to a different conclusion. The system load does vary significantly about a
smoother hourly trend curve, and may also vary substantially from one ten-minute interval to the
next. With this as the backdrop, it was shown that the addition of wind generation to the control area
would have only slight impacts on the intra-hour variability of the net control area demand. It also
appears that the corresponding changes in wind generation and those in the system load are
uncorrelated, which substantially reduces the overall effect of the variations in wind generation
within the hour.
In quantitative terms, for the system load alone, just over 90% of the ten-minute variations from the
hourly trend value are less than 160 MW. With wind generation, that percentage drops to 86%, or
stated another way, 90% of the ten-minute variations from the hourly trend value are less than 180
MW.
The original project plan called for simulations to be used for quantifying the energy cost impacts at
the sub-hourly level. This was the approach taken in the earlier study of the Xcel system, and
thought to be the most direct method for this assessment. In light of the results of the intra-hourly
data analysis, it was determined detailed chronological simulations would be of very limited value
for determining any incremental cost impacts for intra-hourly load following. With a very slight
effect on the characteristics of the intra-hourly control area demand characteristic as evidenced by the
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approximately 10 MW change in the standard deviations, calculated effects on production cost would
likely be in the “noise” of any deterministic simulations.
Based on the analysis here, it is concluded that the $0.41/MWH of wind generation arrived at in the
previous study was artificially high since the load was assumed to vary smoothly during the hour.
Also, the statistical results presented here support the conclusion that the increase in production cost
on an intra-hourly basis due to the wind generation considered here would be negligible.
The results do show, however, that wind generation may have some influence on control
performance as the number of large deviations from one interval to the next or from the longer-term
trend of the net control area demand is significantly increased. An expansion of the distributions of
ten-minute changes with and without wind generation is shown in Figure 16. Wind generation
substantially increases the number of larger-magnitude excursions over the course of the year.

Figure 16: Expanded view of Figure 14.

The total number of these large excursions is not significant from an energy standpoint, since the
number is a small fraction of the total number over the year. There are implications, however, for
control performance of the Xcel system. To assess this potential impact, increases in the occurrences
of control area demand change of a given magnitude were “counted”. Table 5 shows the number of
occurrences over the sample year of data where the net control area load (load minus wind
generation) changed more than a given amount (up or down) in one ten minute period.
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Table 5: Ten-minute Variations in Control Area Demand, with and without Wind Generation
# of Occurrences
10 min. Change

System Load

System Load with
Wind

Difference

greater than +/- 100 MW

5782

7153

1371

greater than +/- 120 MW

3121

4148

1027

greater than +/- 140 MW

1571

2284

713

greater than +/- 160 MW

730

1246

516

greater than +/- 200 MW

165

423

258

greater than +/- 400 MW

26

92

66

greater than +/- 600 MW

18

44

26

With a ramping capability of 140 MW per ten minute period, control performance (CPS2, in NERC
terminology) would be comfortably above the minimum requirement with or without wind
generation. Or, from another perspective, if the current CPS2 performance is 94%, maintaining that
performance level with the addition of 1500 MW of wind generation would require somewhere
between 1 and 2 MW/minute of additional load following capability.

Conclusions
The analysis conducted in this task indicates that the cost of integrating 1500 MW of wind
generation into the Xcel control area in 2010 are no higher than $4.60/MWH of wind generation, and
are dominated by costs incurred by Xcel to accommodate the significant variability of wind
generation and the wind generation forecast errors for the day-ahead time frame.
The total costs include about $0.23/MWH as the opportunity cost associated with an 8 MW increase
in the regulation requirement, and $4.37/MWH of wind generation attributable to unit commitment
and scheduling costs. The increase in production cost due to load following within the hour was
determined by a statistical analysis of the data to be negligible. The intra-hour analysis also showed
that an incremental increase in fast ramping capability of 1-2 MW/minute would be necessary to
maintain control performance at present levels. This specific impact was not monetized.
The analytical approach for assessing costs at the hourly level in this study compares the actual
delivery of wind energy to a reference case where the same daily quantity of wind energy is
delivered as a flat block. In addition to costs associated with variability and uncertainty, the total
integration cost then will contain a component related to the differential time value of the energy
delivered. If more wind energy is actually delivered “off-peak” relative to the reference case, when
marginal costs are lower, this differential value will show up in the integration cost. The total
integration cost calculated by this method is still a meaningful and useful value, but care must be
taken not to ascribe all of the integration cost to uncertainty and variability of wind generation
output.
Wind generation also results in a much larger ramping requirement from hour to hour. The costs
associated with this impact are captured by the hourly analysis, as the unit commitment and schedule
must accommodate any large and sudden changes in net control area demand in either the forecast
optimization case, or in the simulation with actual wind generation. In the optimization case that
utilizes wind generation forecast data, generating resources must be committed and deployed to
follow control area demand while avoiding ramp rate violations. In the simulation cases with actual
wind generation, changes due to wind generation that cannot be accommodated result in “unserved
energy” in the parlance of the unit commitment software, which really means that it must be met
through same-day or more probably next-hour purchases.
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Some specific conclusions and observations include:
1.

While the penetration of wind generation in this study is low with respect to the projected
system peak load, there are many hours over the course of the year where wind generation is
actually serving 20 to 30% (or more) of the system load. A combination of good plans, the
right resource mix, and attractive options for dealing with errors in wind generation forecasts
are important for substantially reducing cost impacts.

2.

That said, the cost impacts calculated here are likely to be somewhat overstated since little in
the way of new strategies or changes to practices for short-term planning and scheduling
were included in the assumptions, and since the hour-ahead adjustments in the study are
made at a price closer to the marginal cost of internal resources than those in a liquid
wholesale energy market.

3.

The incremental regulation requirement and associated cost for accommodating 1500 MW of
wind generation, while calculable, is quite modest. The projected effect of geographic
diversity together with the random and uncorrelated nature of the wind generation
fluctuations in the regulating time frame, as shown by the statistical analysis, have a dramatic
impact on this aspect of wind generation.

4.

Large penetrations of wind generation can impact the hourly ramping requirements in
almost all hours of the day. On the hourly level, this results in deployment of more resources
to follow the forecast and actual ramps in the net system load, thereby increasing production
costs.

5.

Wind generation integration costs are sensitive to the deployment of units, which is also a
function of the forecast system load. The results seem to indicate that these costs can be high
over a period when expensive resources are required to compensate for the hourly
variability, even when the total wind generation for the period might be low.

6.

For the study year of 2010, the cost of integrating 1500 MW of wind generation into the XcelNSP control area could be as high as $4.60/MWH of wind energy where the hour-by-hour
forecast of wind for 16 to 40 hours ahead has a mean absolute error of 15% or less. The total
integration cost is dominated by the integration cost at the hourly level, and assumes no
significant changes to present strategies and practices for short-term unit commitment and
scheduling.

7.

The MISO market cases demonstrate that the introduction of flexible market transactions to
assist with balancing wind generation in both the day-ahead scheduling process and the day
one hour ahead has a dramatic positive impact on the integration costs at the hourly level.
For example, in August the hourly cost was reduced by two thirds.

Results of the hourly analysis are considered to be quite conservative – they are on the high end of
the range of results that could be generated by varying the assumptions. While the methodology is
relatively robust and thought by the researchers to be straightforward and consistent with industry
practice, a number of assumptions were made to facilitate analysis of a large set of sample days – two
years of days unique in peak load, load pattern, actual and forecast wind generation. The input data
for the hourly analysis was developed in such a way that any correlations between Xcel control area
load and the wind resource in the upper Midwest are actually embedded in the datasets.
Much of the conservatism in the hourly analysis stems from the simplification of many decisions that
would be made by knowledgeable schedulers, traders, and system operators to reduce system costs
and/or increase profits. This leads to the use of resources which are under the control of the unit
commitment program to accommodate the variability of wind generation and the day-ahead wind
generation forecast errors. In months with higher electric demand, these resources can be relatively
expensive.
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Energy purchases and sales are a potential alternative to internal resources. In the hourly analysis,
these transactions were fixed, not allowing for the day-ahead flexibility that might currently exist for
judicious use of inexpensive energy to offset the changes in wind generation. Optimizing these
transactions day by day would have prevented evaluation of the statistically significant data set of
load and wind generation, and would have been to difficult to define objectively.
Given the likely sources of the integration cost at the hourly level, it is apparent that a better strategy
for purchase and sale transactions scheduled even day-ahead would reduce integration costs at the
hourly level. This leads naturally to considering how wholesale energy markets would affect wind
integration costs.
The planning studies conducted by MISO show that wholesale energy is relatively inexpensive in the
upper Midwestern portion of their footprint. Transmission constraints do come into play on a daily
and seasonal basis, but interchange limits for most of Minnesota are reasonably high relative to the
amount of wind generation considered in this study. The ability to use the wholesale energy market
as a balancing resource for wind generation on the hourly level has significant potential for reducing
the integration costs identified here.
Wholesale energy markets potentially have advantages over bi-lateral transactions as considered
simplistically in this study. In day-ahead planning, for example, it would be possible to schedule
variable hourly transactions consistent with the forecast variability of the wind generation.
Currently, day-ahead bi-lateral transactions are practically limited to profiles that are either flat or
shapeable to only a limited extent. Hour-ahead purchases and sales at market prices would provide
increased flexibility for dealing with significant wind generation forecast errors, displacing the more
expensive units or energy fire sales that sometimes result when relying on internal resources.
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Task 1: Wind Resource Characterization
Task Description
•

Provide an overview and characterization of Midwest wind patterns and resulting wind generation
patterns.

•

Assess the forecast accuracy of wind generation on a day-ahead basis and assess the implications on
the degree of certainty that is included in the forecast.

•

Appropriately scale up historical wind data and develop a representative wind plant model, in
coordination with the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, for the 1500 MW of wind generation in
the study. Evaluate the extent of wind generation variability that the NSP system should experience,
including the effects of projected wind turbine technology and projected geographic diversity for the
study year of 2010.

Introduction
A major impediment to obtaining a better understanding of how large amounts of wind generation
would affect electric utility control area operations and wholesale power markets is the relative lack
of historical data and experience with large wind plants.
Measurement data and other information have been compiled over the past few years on some large
wind plants across the country. The Lake Benton plants at the Buffalo Ridge substation in
southwestern Minnesota have been monitored in detail for several years. The understanding of how
a single large wind plant might behave is much better today than it was five years ago.
In this study, knowing how all of the wind plants in the 1500 MW scenario appear in the aggregate to
the Xcel system operators and planners is one of the most important aspects of the study. That total
amount of wind generation will likely consist of many small and large facilities spread out over a
large land area, with individual facilities separated by tens of miles up to over two hundred miles.
The wind speed at any point is the result of extremely complicated meteorological processes, which
might lead one to conclude that a wide range of conditions would be found at all of the wind facility
sites in the scenario. At the same time, these wind speeds are driven by the same overall
meteorology, so correlation between the sites at some levels and time scales would be expected. The
challenge, then, is to somehow construct a model that considers not only the differences but captures
the correlations. Conservative or simplistic assumptions like locating the entire 1500 MW of wind
generation in the Lake Benton area, or spreading out wind plants modeled on those at the Buffalo
Ridge substation (for which ample measurement data exists) and neglecting the correlations that exist
between plants would only lead to suspect conclusions.
The approach for this study was to utilize sophisticated meteorological simulations and archived
weather data to “recreate” the weather for selected past years, with “magnification” in both space
and time for the sites of interest. Wind speed histories from the model output for the sites at heights
for modern wind turbines were then converted to wind generation histories.
This section provides background on the factors that drive the wind in the upper Midwest, and
describes the model and methodology employed for building the wind generation model. It
concludes with a discussion of wind speed and wind generation forecasting. A more detailed
characterization of the wind resource in the upper Midwest was also developed as part of this study.
These results are published as a separate volume.
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Wind Resource Characterization
Controlling Meteorology for the Upper Midwest
The climatology of wind in the Upper Midwest exhibits significant seasonal variability. The essential
meteorology driving the wind resource is largely controlled by the position and strength of the
upper-level jet stream and disturbances (jet streaks) within the jet stream. As shown in Fig. 17, the jet
stream position in the winter season is both farther south and stronger than in the summer. In the
transition seasons of spring and fall, the average jet stream position generally lies between these
locations. The main factor controlling both the jet stream position and speed is the magnitude and
location of the tropospheric meridional (north-south) temperature gradient. A larger (smaller)
temperature gradient exists in the winter (summer) and corresponds to a stronger (weaker) jet
stream. Note that although Figure 17 indicates a mean ridge axis over western North American and
trough axis over eastern North American, at any particular time (e.g., day, week, or even several
week period), the jet stream orientation and strength could be very different from that indicated in
Figure 17.
The jet stream position can be thought of as the current “storm track”. In this context, “storm track”
means the track of mid-latitude cyclones and anticyclones (i.e., low and high pressure systems of one
to several thousand kilometer horizontal dimension) seen on a meteorological pressure and
geopotential height analysis maps. Weather phenomena of this size are called synoptic scale systems.
In general, the stronger the jet stream and jet streaks, the more intense the lower-tropospheric
pressure systems due to the dynamic link between the upper and lower troposphere. The key factor
driving the wind resource in the lowest 100 m of the atmosphere is the horizontal pressure gradient.
Large pressure gradients are associated with the transient cyclones and anticyclones, thus, if a region
is co-located near the storm track, that region will realize higher wind speed than a region farther
away from the storm track. Figure 18 provides a schematic of typical cyclone tracks that influence the
Upper Midwest. The northwest-southeast track represents a common storm track in all seasons. The
southwest-northeast track, although less common and usually relegated to transition and winter
seasons, can correspond to large and intense cyclones. On the time scale of a several hours to
approximately one day, fronts attendant to the transient cyclones have a large influence on wind
variability. In summary, the seasonal wind resource is largely controlled by the jet stream position
and frequency of associated cyclone and anticyclone passages over the region. The best wind
resource for the Upper Midwest is expected with the stronger low-level pressure gradients of the
winter and transition seasons while the weaker pressure systems of summer yield a reduced wind
resource.
Superposed on the background low-level meteorological pattern of high and low pressure systems
are the diurnal effects of the solar insulation cycle and their influence on thermal stability and
boundary layer evolution. On this diurnal time scale, low-level wind speed variability is highly
influenced by the vertical transport of momentum. An important feature in the Upper Midwest (and
other Plains and near-Plains geographical locations) is the nocturnal low-level jet that develops when
low-momentum near-surface air no longer mixes vertically due to the development of the shallow
nocturnal inversion. So while the lowest levels may experience their weakest wind speeds of the day,
in the layers just above the surface layer (> ~30-40 m ) this results in dramatically reduced surfacebased drag and acceleration to speeds frequently greater than those seen during the daytime.
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Figure 17:

Mean winter and summer positions of the upper-tropospheric jet stream. Line width is
indicative of jet stream wind speed

Figure 18:

Typical “storm tracks” that influence the wind resource of the Upper Midwest. The bold Ls
represent surface cyclone positions as they move along the track.

On the shorter time scale of tens of minutes to several hours, wind variability is frequently influenced
by thunderstorm outflow boundaries during the convective season (late spring through early fall).
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These outflow boundaries can range in size from only a few kilometers to hundreds of kilometers in
horizontal extent. Outflow strength and size are usually dependent on the degree of organization of
the convective system and the thermodynamic environment the thunderstorms develop in. Note
that in all environmental conditions, the very small time scale wind speed variability (seconds to 10s
of seconds) is controlled by boundary layer turbulence.
Modeling Methodology and Utilization of Weather Archives
To evaluate the historic wind resource and variability (over several time scales) of southern
Minnesota and eastern South Dakota, the MM5 mesoscale atmospheric model (Grell et al. 1995) was
utilized. This prognostic regional atmospheric model is capable of resolving meteorological features
that are not well-represented in coarser-grid simulations from the standard weather prediction
models run by the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). The MM5 was run in a
configuration utilizing 3 grids with finer internal nests as shown in Figure 19. This “telescoping” 2way nested grid configuration allowed for the greatest resolution in the area of interest with coarser
grid spacing employed where the resolution of small mesoscale meteorological phenomena was not
as important. This methodology was computationally efficient while still providing the necessary
resolution for accurate representation of the meteorological phenomena of interest in the innermost
grid. More specifically, the 5 km innermost grid spacing was deemed necessary to capture terrain
influences on boundary layer flow and resolve mesoscale meteorological phenomena such as
thunderstorm systems. The 45, 15 and 5 km grid spacing utilized in grids 1, 2, and 3, respectively,
yield the physical grid sizes of: 2700 x 2700 km for grid 1, 1050 x 1050 km for grid 2, and 560 x 380 km
for grid 3.
To provide an accurate simulation of the character and variability of the wind resource for eastern
South Dakota and southern Minnesota, 3 full years of MM5 model simulations were completed. To
initialize the model, the WindLogics archive of NCEP’s Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model analysis
data was employed. The years selected for simulation were 2000, 2002 and 2003. The RUC analysis
data was used both for model initialization and for updating the model boundary conditions every 3
hr. This RUC data had a horizontal grid spacing of 40 km for 2000 and 20 km for 2002 and 2003. To
ensure that the model was properly representing the larger scale meteorological systems and to avoid
model drift, the MM5 simulations were restarted every day with a new initialization.
To support the development of the system integrated wind model, data at 50 grid points (proxy
towers) in the innermost model nest were extracted every 10 min as the simulation progressed. This
process ensured that an analysis of the character and variability of the wind resource over several
time scales could be performed at geographically disperse but favored locations. Figure 20 depicts
the MM5 innermost grid and the locations selected for high time resolution data extraction.
The locations were selected to 1) correspond to existing wind farm locations, and 2) to represent a
more geographically disperse Buffalo Ridge distribution while also including the greater
geographical dispersion provided with Mower County sites. In particular, 5 sites were located in
each of 10 counties where, a priori, the wind resource was expected to be good. Data extracted at each
site included wind direction and speed, temperature and pressure at an 80 m hub height. The nonwind variables were extracted to calculate air density that is subsequently used along with the wind
speed in turbine power calculations.
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Figure 19:

MM5 nested grid configuration utilized for study area. The 3 grid run includes 2 inner nested
grids to optimize the simulation resolution in the area of greatest interest. The grid spacing is
45, 15 and 5 km for the outer, middle and innermost nests, respectively. The colors
represent the surface elevation respective to each grid.

Normalization of Model Wind Data with Long-Term Reanalysis Database
To more accurately characterize the historic wind resource over the Xcel wind integration study area,
the MM5 wind speed data was normalized with the WindLogics archive of the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR)/NCEP Reanalysis Database (RNL). This RNL database represents 55
years of atmospheric data that is processed through a modeling assimilation cycle to ensure dynamic
consistency. This RNL database is the best objective long- term dataset available and was created for
purposes such as climate research investigations. By comparing applicable RNL grid points for a
given month and year to the long-term average at those points, ratios are created that are applied to
the MM5 wind data (including all proxy tower extractions). This process normalizes the model data
to better represent the historic character of the wind resource.
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Figure 20:

Innermost model grid with proxy MM5 tower (data extraction) locations. The color
spectrum represents surface elevation.

Validation of Modeled Winds
To assess the degree to which the MM5 numerical model simulated the actual meteorology occurring
over southern Minnesota, and importantly, the temporal variability of the wind, a comparison was
made between the model output and known power production data from the Delta Sector in the Lake
Benton II wind farm. This exercise entailed taking an entire year of model data for 2003 and making
an hour by hour comparison with site data.
Description of Multi-Scale Aspects of Modeled Wind Variability
The meteorological variability of the region and related wind resource variability may be categorized
by the inherent time-scale of the phenomena. On the one to several day time scale, the passage of
synoptic weather systems (cyclones and anticyclones) exert a large influence on the wind variability.
Typically, attendant fronts associated with cyclone passages may impose significant wind speed
variability on a time scale of several hours to one day. On the diurnal time scale, boundary layer
stability influenced by solar insolation cycles controls the vertical transport of momentum and wind
speed variability. Related to the diurnal evolution of the atmospheric boundary layer, nocturnal lowlevel jets are a common phenomenon over the study region, especially in the summer and early fall
months. These nocturnal low-level jet episodes induce large variations in the diurnal wind resource
above the shallow nocturnal inversion. On time scales of tens of minutes to several hours,
convective phenomena such as thunderstorms and thunderstorm complexes with their associated
outflows have a large influence on low-level wind variability. In the time scale of seconds to tens of
seconds, boundary layer turbulence controls wind speed variability. On the small time and space
scales of turbulence, the numerical model employed is not capable of resolving these features.
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NREL Database, Comparison Methodology, and Model Output Loss Factor Adjustment
NREL power production data was obtained for the Delta Sector of the Lake Benton II Wind Farm for
2003. Of the 4 sectors of Lake Benton II, the Delta Sector was selected due to its geographical overlap
with MM5 proxy Tower 24. The Delta Sector aggregate power data was quality controlled for
periods where large numbers of turbines were off-line by comparing this sector’s power output
trends to the 3 other quadrants of Lake Benton II. A running 10 min average was applied to the
NREL database to eliminate small time scale noise. The NREL data was further reduced to 1 hr time
increments to make the hourly comparison with the model data for an entire year tractable.
For the validation, MM5 Tower 24 power production was based on the meteorological conditions at
hourly intervals at the 52 m hub height of the Delta Sector turbines. The MM5 wind data was not
normalized to the long term RNL dataset for this validation analysis. Power curve data for the Zond750 was applied to obtain the appropriate power production commensurate with the wind speed and
density values. The MM5 Tower 24 power values were then multiplied by the number of turbines in
the Delta Sector (30) such that the model-derived power could be compared to the NREL aggregate
power values.
To represent various losses in the model data (transmission, collection, array, off-line turbines, etc), a
10 % loss factor was applied to all the model power values. This value was arrived at by plotting out
the NREL Delta Sector power time series and evaluating the power production values during periods
throughout the year when this wind farm sector was obviously on the top plateau of the power
curve. The difference in power between what was actually being produced and the theoretical
capacity value for the Delta Sector enabled a loss factor to be estimated (10 %). This methodology
likely did not represent the full extent of the array losses but, when applied to the model power data,
this 10 % adjustment produced model peak power production periods representative of those
exhibited by the Delta Sector. A more conservative loss adjustment value was utilized in the wind
resource temporal variability and geographic dispersion analysis.
Validation for 2003 – Monthly Comparison Time Series and Statistics
MM5 Tower 24 and Delta Sector power time series comparison plots for all the months of 2003 are
presented in Figure 21 through Figure 26. The MM5 simulation demonstrates a high degree of skill
in capturing meteorological variability on all the relevant time scales. The model trends (power time
gradients) compare very favorably with the Delta Sector time series trends. In comparing seasonal
model performance, the MM5 clearly produces a higher quality solution in the winter and
transitional seasons that are dominated by synoptic-scale systems. Due to their size and intensity,
these synoptic systems are better resolved by the model, and thus, the model simulates the wind
resource more accurately. The much weaker summer weather systems and warm season convective
episodes are much more difficult to simulate. Convection is inherently difficult to model due to its
relatively short life span and often small horizontal dimension. Additionally, simulating the timing
and position of convective initiation is a substantial challenge. However, even in the summer
months, the model demonstrates some skill in simulating short time scale events while being less
accurate on event magnitudes. As an assessment of model performance, the mean error for 7 months
is less than 6 % of capacity with no months having a mean error greater than 8.9 % of capacity. The
mean absolute error is less than 15% of capacity for 6 months with no months having a mean absolute
error of greater than 18.9 % of capacity. In terms of time series comparative correlation, 8 months
had correlation coefficients of 0.78 or greater. No operational status information was provided with
the NREL power data, so it was not possible to account for errors resulting from a variable number of
turbines operating correctly due to maintenance or weather related events such as icing.
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Figure 21:

January (top) and February (bottom) power time series for MM5 Tower 24 and the Delta
Sector. Mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE) and correlation coefficient are shown
in the upper right box.
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Figure 22

March (top) and April (bottom) power time series for MM5 Tower 24 and the Delta Sector.
Mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE) and correlation coefficient are shown in the
upper right box.
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Figure 23:

May (top) and June (bottom) power time series for MM5 Tower 24 and the Delta Sector.
Mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE) and correlation coefficient are shown in the
upper right box.
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Figure 24:

July (top) and August (bottom) power time series for MM5 Tower 24 and the Delta Sector.
Mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE) and correlation coefficient are shown in the
upper right box.
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Figure 25:

September (top) and October (bottom) power time series for MM5 Tower 24 and the Delta
Sector. Mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE) and correlation coefficient are shown
in the upper right box.
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Figure 26:

November (top) and December (bottom) power time series for MM5 Tower 24 and the
Delta Sector. Mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE) and correlation coefficient are
shown in the upper right box.
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Task 2: Xcel System Model Development
Task Description
a) Data Collection
Collect, review, and verify all necessary data for performing the analysis for at least one calendar year including:
•
•
•

Historical Xcel North system data (system load, generation, load and generation day ahead forecasts, tie-line
interchange, Area Control Error, etc);
Generator characteristic data for Xcel North and adjacent control areas (type, capacity, minimum generation
level, ramping capability, etc);
Midwest Independent System Operator (MISO) system data and models.

b) Develop System Model for Future Year
Develop projected system data (load growth, generator additions, etc), in coordination with MISO and Xcel Energy, for
NSP and directly connected neighboring control areas. Incorporate the models and database developed for the 2003
MISO Transmission Expansion Plan3.

Wind Generation Scenario
The geographic distribution of the individual wind plants comprising the 1500 MW scenario is a
critical element for the study. Discussions with the project sponsors were used to construct the
scenario depicted in Figure 27: Wind generation scenario.Figure 27 and listed in Table 6 below.
Table 6: County Totals for 1500 MW of Wind Generation in Study

County

Nameplate Capacity

Lincoln
Pipestone
Nobles
Murray
Rock
Mower
Brookings (SD)
Deuel (SD)
Grant (SD)
Roberts (SD)
Total

350 MW
250 MW
250 MW
150 MW
50 MW
150 MW
100 MW
100 MW
50 MW
50 MW
1,500 MW

Xcel’s December 19, 2004 filing (Compliance Filing of Wind Accounting as required in MN PUC
Docket No. E-002/CN-01-1959) lists individual wind farms which are operational, under
construction, signed, or under negotiation totaling approximately 915 MW. Of this 915, about 335 is
in Lincoln, 216 is in Pipestone, 66 is in Murray, 200 is in Nobles, 55 is distributed between Redwood,
Sibley, Pope, Dodge, and Clay, and 42 is undesignated.
The scenario for the study adds another 500 MW to this total.

3

MTEP-03, June 2003, http://www.midwestiso.org/plan_inter/documents/expansion_planning/MTEP%2020022007%20Board%20Approved%20061903.pdf .
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The resulting distribution for the wind generation was based on the following criteria:
•

Existing installations

•

Projects under construction, contract, or negotiation

•

Previous project activity that may not necessarily be ongoing at this time. The Mower
County location is best example of this – sites within this county have been under discussion
in the past, although nothing is planned at this time. This partially explains why this county
might appear to be an “outlier” in the overall distribution even though the wind resource
appears to be less viable than areas further to the west.

•

Probable future developments based on the viability of the wind resource. Projects in eastern
South Dakota fall into this category

50
MW
Roberts

50
MW
Grant

100
MW
Duel

100
MW

350
MW

250
MW

50
MW

150
MW
250
MW

150
MW
Mower

Figure 27: Wind generation scenario.

Turbine Technology and Power Curve Assumptions
The wind generation scenario for the study includes approximately 400 MW of existing wind
generation. The remaining 1100 MW is assumed to be coming on line between the date of this study
and calendar year 2010. A majority of the existing wind generation is based on the Enron Z750
turbine, a variable-speed predecessor to the commercial flagship turbine from GE Wind, the 1.5s. The
power, speed, and torque characteristics of the Z750 are shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Power, torque, and generator speed relationships for Enron Z50 750 kW wind turbine.

New wind generation projects will employ today’s commercial turbine technologies along with
anticipate advanced commercial turbines. The power curve selected to represent the near-term
commercial wind turbine technology is shown in Figure 29.
Ongoing NREL research is expected to lead to commercial turbine technologies more suited to Class
3 and Class 4 wind sites. The power curve assumed for this technology is shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 29: Power curve for new near-term projects in study scenario
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Figure 30: Power curve for longer-term projects in study scenario; meant to serve as a proxy for “low
wind speed” turbine technology

Deployment of Turbine Technologies in Study Scenario
Through discussions with the project sponsors, as well as input from the members of the Technical
Review Committee, turbine technologies were deployed for new wind generation in the study
scenario according to Table 7. Note that counties with new projects have a blend of the two new
turbine technologies, reflecting a relatively even development of wind generation up to the study
year.
Table 7: Wind Generation by County and Turbine Type
2010
Nominal
Capacity
(MW)

2002
Existing
Capacity
(MW)

Existing
750 KW
Turbines
(no.)

Need
Capacity
(MW)

GE 1.5s
Turbines

Capacity
(MW)

GE1.5sl
Turbines
(no.)

Capacity
(MW)

Actual
Nameplate
Capacity
(MW)

Lincoln

350

201

268

149

50

75

49

73.5

349.5

Mower

150

150

50

75

50

75.0

150.0

Murray

150

150

50

75

50

75.0

150.0

Nobles

250

250

83

124.5

84

126.0

250.5

Pipestone

250

County

52

17

25.5

18

27.0

250.5

50

50

17

25.5

16

24.0

49.5

Brookings

100

100

33

49.5

34

51.0

100.5

Deuel

100

100

33

49.5

34

51.0

100.5

Grant

50

50

17

25.5

16

24.0

49.5

Roberts

50

50

17

25.5

16

24.0

49.5

TOTAL

1500

1101

367

550.5

367

550.5

1500.0

Rock

198

399

264

532
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Development of Wind Generation Profiles
The wind generation “models” to be used in the analytical tasks consist of chronological series of
hourly or ten-minute wind plant production for the years 2000, 2002, and 2003. The wind speed
values for each “tower” in the Wind Logics data set were converted to generation in MW by applying
the power curves of Figure 28 through Figure 30 according to the “key” in Table 7. Approximate loss
factors as discussed in the previous section on model validation were also applied.

Xcel System Model
The Xcel system model consists of generating resources and aggregate load within the control area
along with inter-ties to neighboring control areas. Interactions between the Xcel system and
prospective MISO markets in 2010 are to be considered. The study scope excludes explicit
consideration of the Xcel transmission network and certain issues related to that network such as
congestion and dynamic stability.
The basis for the Xcel system model was provided in the form of a projected Load and Resources
table for 2010. The breakdown of the supply portfolio by resource type is shown in Table 8 . Figure
31 shows the composition of the portfolio by fuel type.
Table 8: Xcel-North Project Supply Resources for 2010

Resource Type
Existing NSP-owned generation

Capacity (MW)
7,529

Planned NSP-owned generation

773

Long-term firm capacity purchases

903

Other purchase contracts with third-party
generators (including wind)

915

Short-term purchases considered as firm resources
Total

1,307
11,426
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2001 All-Source
Purchases

Wind Purchases

Biomass
Other Purchases
Nuclear

Short-Term Purchases

Nuclear
Coal - NSP Owned
Gas - NSP Owned
Gas - Expansion Plan
Gas - Other
Gas - NSP Self-Build CTs
Oil - NSP Owned

MH Long-Term Purchases

Hydro - NSP Owned

Coal - NSP Owned

Wood/RDF NSP Owned
MH Long-Term Purchases
Short-Term Purchases

Wood/RDF NSP Owned

Other Purchases

Hydro - NSP Owned

Biomass
2001 All-Source Purchases

Oil - NSP Owned

Wind Purchases

Gas - NSP Self-Build CTs

Gas NSP Owned

Gas - Other
Gas - Expansion Plan

Figure 31:

Xcel-North generation resources for 2010 by fuel type.

System load for the 2010 study years was provided as a forecast of the peak hourly load, including
the project impacts of DSM (demand-side management) programs. The peak load for 2010 is forecast
to be 9933 MW.
For the chronological simulations of both Task 3 and Task 4, hourly system load values for 2010 were
generated by scaling Xcel-North load data for the years 2000, 2002, and 2003 so that the peak hour in
each year equals the forecasted peak load in 2010. A benefit of this approach is that any correlation
between system load and wind speed (or the meteorology that drives the wind speed) is inherently
captured. The WindLogics modeling approach results in “actual” wind speed values for the tower
sites of interest for those years; the corresponding Xcel system load data for those years then
completes the set.

Detailed Model Data
Generating Unit Characterization
The analyses of Tasks 3 and 4 require some fairly specific and detailed data on generating unit
characteristics. Information on the existing supply assets was contained in two primary datasets:
•

An ABB Couger (unit commitment program used by Xcel for generation scheduling) “saved
case”, which contains operating and cost information for each generating unit in the Xcel
fleet, along with information on purchases and sales as presently conducted;

•

The MAPP RCO (Resource Capacity Obligation) data set for GE-MARS (Multi-Area
Reliability Simulation), which contains information on generating unit forced outage rates
required for the reliability analysis of Task 3.
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Historical Performance Data for Xcel-North System
A variety of historical data for the Xcel-North system was also collected.
•

5-min load data for 2002 & 2003

•

Total hourly wind generation for 2002 & 2003

•

Hourly load data for 1999 through 2003

•

Hourly generation data by unit for 2002 & 2003

•

Highest resolution load/generation/ACE data (at AGC scan rate – 4 seconds)for two weeks
in April, 2004

•

High resolution load/generation/ACE data (5 minute) for two weeks in April, 2004

A sample of the high-resolution system load data is shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 32:

Sample of high-resolution (4 second) load data from Xcel EMS for three days in April, 2004.

The historical data is to be used in a number of ways in later tasks, including:
•

Estimating regulating requirements through statistical techniques

•

Calculating expected effect on load following requirements and possible changes to
operating reserve strategy

•

Synthesizing hourly loads for study year

It will also provide a basis for “sanity checking” the models for operational simulations.
Other Data
The 10-minute resolution of the WindLogics dataset is inadequate for fully characterizing the impacts
of the 1500 MW of wind generation on the regulation of the control area. To estimate the
characteristics of the wind generation in the study scenario, monitoring data from NREL for the
Buffalo Ridge substation and Lake Benton II wind plant was obtained. This data consists of
•

high-resolution (1 second) measurement data from Buffalo Ridge substation, over 225 MW of
wind generation
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•

NREL high-resolution measurement data from four interconnection points (Delta (30 Z750
turbines), Echo (39 Z750 turbines), Foxtrot (14 Z750 turbines), Golf (55 Z750 turbines)) within
the Lake Benton II wind plant (which is also connected to the Buffalo Ridge substation.

A sample of this data for one day in the spring of 2003 is shown in Figure 33.
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Figure 33:

Illustration of High-resolution (1 second) wind plant measurement data from NREL
monitoring program.
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Task 3: Reliability Impacts of Wind Generation
Task Description
Evaluate the reliability impacts of wind generation in the planning horizon (seasonal, for one year):
•

•

Determine the capacity value of the wind generators by calculating their effective load carrying capability (ELCC)
to measure the wind plant’s capacity contributions based on its influence on overall system reliability. This
requires a reliability model that can calculate loss of load probability (LOLP) and loss of load expectation (LOLE).
1) Run a system reliability model with the existing wind generators to determine the existing reliability level
using LOLE.
2) Remove the wind generators from the system and rerun the model to determine the incremental
reliability that is provided by the renewable generator.
3) Return to the configuration of step 1. Incrementally decrease hourly loads and rerun the model until the
reliability of the system matches that in step 2.
4) The reduction in system load in step 3 is the ELCC of the existing wind generators.
5) Run the system reliability model with 1500 MW of wind generation and repeat the analysis.
Compare results to the existing MAPP guidelines for establishing capability ratings for variable capacity
generation and develop recommendations for improvements to the guidelines.

Description of Modeling Approach
The purpose of the reliably analysis task of this study is to determine the ELCC (Effective Load
Carrying Capability) of the proposed wind generation on the XCEL system. This problem was
approached by modeling the system in the GE MARS (Multi-Area Reliability Simulation) program,
simulating the system with and without the additional wind generation and noting the power
delivery levels for the systems at a fixed reliability level. That reliability level is LOLE (Loss of Load
Expectation) of 0.1 days per year.
The MARS program uses a sequential Monte Carlo simulation to calculate the reliability indices for a
multi-area system by performing an hour by hour simulation. The program calculates generation
and load for each hour of the study year, calculating reliability statistics as it goes. The year is
simulated with different random forced outages on generation and transmission interfaces until the
simulation converges.
In this study three areas are modeled, the XCEL system including all non-wind resources, an area
representing Manitoba Hydro purchases and finally and area representing the XCEL wind resources.
The wind resources were separated to allow monitoring of hourly generation of the wind plant
during the simulations.
The MARS model was developed based upon the 2010 NSP Load Resources table provided by XCEL
Energy. In addition, load shape information was based upon 2001 actual hourly load data provided
and then scaled to the 2010 adjusted peak load of 9933 MW.
The GE MARS input data file for the MAPP Reserve Capacity Obligation Review study was provided
by MAPPCOR to assist in setting up the MARS data file for this study. State transition tables
representing forced outage rate information and planned outage rate information for the XCEL
resources where extracted from the file where possible. In some cases it was difficult to map
resources from the MAPP MARS file to the Load/Resourses table provided by XCEL. In those cases
the resource was modeled using a generic forced outage rate for the appropriate type of generation
(steam, combustion turbine, etc) obtained from the MAPP data file.
The model used multiple levels of wind output and probabilities, based on the multiple block
capacities and outage rules that can be specified for thermal resources in MARS. In each Monte Carlo
simulation, the MARS program randomly selects the transition states that are used for the simulation.
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These states can change on and hour by hour basis and thus is suitable for the modeling of the wind
resources.
To find a suitable transition rate matrix, 3 years of wind generation data supplied by WindLogics was
analyzed. That data was mapped on the proposed system and an hour by hour estimate of
generation was calculated for the three years. The generation was analyzed and state transitions
were calculated to form the state transition matrix for input to MARS.

Model Assumptions
This section describes assumptions that were made in developing the MARS reliability model for
analysis of the XCEL wind plant additions.
The resources are divided into five groups:
• Non-wind Units Mapped to the MAPP MARS file
• Non-wind Units Not Mapped to the MAPP MARS file
• Manitoba Hydro Firm Contract Purchases
• Other Purchases
• Wind Resources
Non-wind Units mapped to MARS data file
Units that could be identified in the MAPP MARS data file where extracted and used with the
capacity numbers supplied in the 2010 NSP Load/Resources table. State transition rate matrices and
planned outage rates from the MAPP study were used.
Non-wind Units not mapped to MARS data file
A number of units could not be mapped to the MAPP MARS data file. For those units, MARS
resources were developed and “generic” attributes assigned to them. The generic attributes were
based on the type of resource (steam, combustion turbine, etc). The FOR and planned outage
schedules for the various types of resource were selected in the MAPP MARS data file through
comments supplied by the maintainers of the data.
The WISCROR hydro plant was modeled as an energy limited resource with capacity of 249 MW,
50% CF year round and a generic 2 state transition matrix for hydro facilities derived from the MAPP
database.
Manitoba Hydro Firm Contract Purchases
Purchase from Manitoba Hydro modeled as firm contracts, 5x16. Manitoba Hydro modeled as a
separate control area with in the same pool as XCEL. The FOR tables (transition rate matrices) and
capacity tables for the Manitoba Hydro to XCEL areas came directly from the MAPP data file. For the
interface purposes of this study, the MAPP Minnesota area mapped to the XCEL area. The data is
shown below for the interface:
Capacity States:

MH-XC

1.0000

0.7610

0.1403

0.0000

Transition Rate Matrix (row number correspond to current or “from” state; column numbers are “to”
state, with probability of that transition indicated by the table entry)

1

0.0000000000

0.0004697800

0.0003523350

0.0000083889

+

MH-XC

4

2

0.0241684157

0.0000000000

0.0000000000

0.0000000000

+

3

0.0358152954

0.0000000000

0.0000000000

0.0000000000
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+

4

0.0000000000

6.6666666667

0.0000000000

0.0000000000

The contract was set up as firm 903 MW on 5x16 basis, year round.
Transition rate matrices describe the probability of going from any state to any other state that is
defined for the resource. The 6.666667 entry is a special flag that was not documented by GE. The
data is copied, verbatim, from the MAPP MARS data file.
Other Purchases
Other purchases in the Load Resource table were modeled as generation with a FOR based on generic
transition matrices for small steam plants.
Wind Resources
The following table shows the allocation for wind resources by county. 400 MW of existing wind
resources were allocated evenly to Lincoln and Pipestone counties. The remaining 1100 MW of
potential capacity were allocated as specified for this study. County allocations were divided evenly
to be installed as GE 1.5s turbine and GE 1.5sl low wind speed turbine.
Table 9: Wind Generation by County and Turbine Type
2010
Nominal
Capacity
(MW)

2002
Existing
Capacity
(MW)

Existing
750 KW
Turbines
(no.)

Need
Capacity
(MW)

GE 1.5s
Turbines

Capacity
(MW)

GE1.5sl
Turbines
(no.)

Capacity
(MW)

Actual
Nameplate
Capacity
(MW)

Lincoln

350

201

268

149

50

75

49

73.5

349.5

Mower

150

150

50

75

50

75.0

150.0

Murray

150

150

50

75

50

75.0

150.0

Nobles

250

250

83

124.5

84

126.0

250.5

Pipestone

250

250.5

County

52

17

25.5

18

27.0

50

50

17

25.5

16

24.0

49.5

Brookings

100

100

33

49.5

34

51.0

100.5

Deuel

100

100

33

49.5

34

51.0

100.5

Grant

50

50

17

25.5

16

24.0

49.5

Roberts

50

50

17

25.5

16

24.0

49.5

TOTAL

1500

1101

367

550.5

367

550.5

1500.0

Rock

198

399

264

532

These values were used to scale the wind generation data provided by WindLogics and aggregated to
provide system wide wind generation over three “normalized” years. This data is described in detail
in other sections of this report. The data was conditioned to insure all hours of the years were
present. Where a few gaps in the data occurred, the conservative approach was taken and 0 MW
generation was assumed. Once the hour by hour wind generation data was obtained, the hourly data
was processed to obtain state transition information.
Wind resources were modeled based on a 10 state transition rate matrix. This is the maximum
allowable number of states by MARS. The bins were based on 10 even bins from 0 to maximum
generation after array and collector system loss factor of 0.86 was applied. The effect of losses was
modeled in the MARS simulation by derating the capacity of the generation to 86% of nameplate.
Several parametric analyses were performed to ascertain the sensitivity of the solution to various
model parameters. It was determined that modeling the wind resources as a single lumped model
provided a slightly pessimistic result (lower LOLE) as apposed to modeling each county
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individually. This result is consistent with the idea that the larger number of smaller non-dependant
plants the lower the overall FOR would be.
The effect of seasonal variation in wind data was also considered. The results show that there was a
minimal effect on the LOLE and thus ELCC between the seasonal model and the lumped “all-year”
model. The seasonal model was created by processing the generation data into four seasons.
Table 10: Seasonal Definitions for Wind Generation Model

Winter:

December – February

Spring:

March – May

Summer:

June – August

Autumn:

September - November

The state transition matrix was generated for each season and the generation was phased in and out
during the modeled year by making the “plant” corresponding to the seasonal state transition matrix
available only during that particular season.
Additional cases were run to investigate diurnal effects of the wind on the results.
The results of this analysis are presented in the next section.

Results
Essential results of the study are shown graphically in Figure 34. The plot shows the LOLE for a
series of peak load levels for various cases. A description of the cases is found in Table 11.:
Table 11: MARS Case List and Descriptions

Case
Base

Description
No Wind Generation

1

1500 MW Wind Model, no seasonal or diurnal effects

2

1500 MW Wind, Seasonal model, no diurnal effects

3

1500 MW Wind, Summer wind data only, no diurnal effects

4

400 MW Wind (approximate existing turbine capacity) no seasonal , no diurnal

5

Wind Generation as deterministic load modifier
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Figure 34: LOLE and ELCC results

Table 12 contains a numeric summary of the results. This table shows that the ELCC of the system
improves by 400 MW or 26.67% of nameplate with the addition of 1500 MW of wind resource. The
existing 400 MW improved the ELCC by 135 MW or about 33.75%. This is an estimate as the
nameplate of the existing wind resource was not known precisely.
Table 12: ELCC Calculation Results

ELCC
(MW)

ELCC Improvement
MW
%Nameplate

Case

Case Name

1

Lumped Wind

10330

400

26.7%

2

Seasonal

10330

400

26.7%

3

Summer

10330

400

26.7%

4

400 MW Existing

10065

135

33.8%

5

Wind as Load
Modifier

10427

493

32.9%

The results show that the summertime wind conditions are dominating the LOLE changes of the
wind plants. This is evidenced by the fact that the lumped wind (case 1), seasonal (case 2) and
summer (case 3) all yield the same results. This leads to the further conclusion that the ELCC
improvement is dependent on the hours modeled. Due to limitations of the MARS program, it is not
possible to find the exact hours where LOLE is affected by the wind plant in the simulations, only
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weekly summary information is available. Thus, it is difficult to tell if the hours of wind data selected
are aligning with hours of highest LOLE.
Wind is treated as a load modifier in Case 5. Here, hourly wind generation is subtracted from hourly
load for each hour of the annual data set. The results are compared to the case without wind
generation. The higher capacity value apparently results from wind generation reducing load in
some of the high risk hours, combined with the fact that the contribution is being made for each
replication of the year, since wind generation is not being treated probabilistically in this case.
In order to ensure that the ELCC is not affected by planned outages, the monthly and weekly
contributions to the LOLE were observed. The following table shows a sample of this data for the
base case with no wind and another with 1500 MW of wind generation represented as a lumped
model. The effect of the wind generation on system reliability is apparent in Weeks 26, 27, and 31,
which for the case without wind generation shows a non-zero LOLE for this peak load level. With
wind generation added to the case, the LOLE during those weeks is reduced to zero.
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Table 13: GE-MARS results by week
Point #1 – No Wind at peak load of 9930 MW (Base Case)

AREA OR POOL
-----------XCEL

WEEK
---1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

*********************
LOLE
LOLE
(days/yr)
(hrs/yr)
---------------0.115
0.505

LOLE (days)
----------0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001

LOLE (hours)
-----------0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.002

CALCULATED INDICES FOR 2010
***********************
****************** INTERCONNECTED ********************
FREQUENCY
DURATION
LOLE
LOLE
LOEE
FREQUENCY
DURATION
(outg/yr)
(hrs/outg)
(days/yr)
(hrs/yr)
(MWh/yr)
(outg/yr)
(hrs/outg)
--------------------------------------------------------0.181
2.790
0.111
0.459
106.7
0.144
3.188
WEEKLY INDICES FOR XCEL
FOR 2010
ON AN INTERCONNECTED BASIS
LOEE (MWh)
WEEK
LOLE (days)
LOLE (hours)
LOEE (MWh)
------------------------------------------0.000
28
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
29
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
30
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
31
0.002
0.008
2.046
0.000
32
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
33
0.010
0.037
7.121
0.000
34
0.082
0.350
79.773
0.000
35
0.014
0.061
17.398
0.000
36
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
37
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
38
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
39
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
40
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
41
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
42
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
43
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
44
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
45
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
46
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
47
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
48
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
49
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
50
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
51
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
52
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.287
53
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.050

ISOLATED
LOEE
(MWh/yr)
-------115.4
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Point #1 – 1500 MW Wind Generation (Lumped Model) with peak load of 9930 MW (Base Case)

CALCULATED INDICES FOR 2010

AREA OR POOL
-----------XCEL

*********************
LOLE
LOLE
(days/yr)
(hrs/yr)
---------------0.022
0.108

ISOLATED
LOEE
(MWh/yr)
-------25.7

***********************
FREQUENCY
DURATION
(outg/yr)
(hrs/outg)
-----------------0.039
2.769

****************** INTERCONNECTED ********************
LOLE
LOLE
LOEE
FREQUENCY
DURATION
(days/yr)
(hrs/yr)
(MWh/yr)
(outg/yr)
(hrs/outg)
---------------------------------------0.022
0.100
24.1
0.032
3.109

WEEKLY INDICES FOR XCEL
FOR 2010
ON AN INTERCONNECTED BASIS

WEEK
---1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

LOLE (days)
----------0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

LOLE (hours)
-----------0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

LOEE (MWh)
---------0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

WEEK
---28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

LOLE (days)
----------0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.016
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

LOLE (hours)
-----------0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.013
0.072
0.014
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
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LOEE (MWh)
---------0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.792
18.153
4.122
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

With wind generation in the case, all LOLE days occur in August when no planned outages are
scheduled. An example of the planned outage information can be found in the appendices.
Table 14 shows the data for the LOLE plots in Figure 34.
Table 14: Source Data for LOLE Curves of Figure 34

Peak
Load
(pu)

Peak
Load
(MW)

No
Wind
LOLE

Lumped
Wind
LOLE

Seasonal
Model
LOLE

400
MW
Existing
Wind

Noon
To 6

Summer
Daylight

Summer

1.04

10327

0.394

0.097

0.097

0.238

0.338

0.241

0.101

1.03

10228

0.287

0.069

0.067

0.177

0.245

0.174

0.069

1.02

10129

0.21

0.052

0.047

0.125

0.179

0.124

0.048

1.01

10029

0.157

0.037

0.034

0.086

0.128

0.087

0.034

1.005

9980

0.123

0.028

0.028

0.066

0.101

0.071

0.027

1

9930

0.105

0.02

0.023

0.055

0.083

0.056

0.023

0.995

9880

0.086

0.018

0.019

0.045

0.072

0.046

0.017

0.99

9831

0.071

0.014

0.016

0.038

0.063

0.035

0.014

0.98

9731

0.046

0.012

0.013

0.026

0.041

0.021

0.009

0.97

9632

0.031

0.004

0.007

0.017

0.024

0.014

0.007

The following plot shows the contributions that each county makes to the overall improvement of
LOLE across the system. Included on the plot are the “no-wind” case, existing wind resources
and full wind results.
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County Contributions to LOLE Improvement
0.2
0.18

Roberts
Grant

0.16

Deuel
Brookings

LOLE (days/year)

0.14

Lincoln
Pipestone

0.12

Rock

0.1

Murray
0.08

Nobles

0.06

Mower

0.04

No Wind
Lumped Wind

0.02

Seasonal
400 MW Existing

0
0.97

0.98

0.99

1

1.01

1.02

1.03

1.04

pu Max Load

Figure 35: Effects of wind generation by county on LOLE.

The plots in Figure 36 illustrate typical wind generation profiles synthesized for the
“replications” or Monte Carlo iterations in GE-MARS. A replication is a single “roll of the dice”
for the system and thus a full solution to a random set of conditions. This data was obtained by
modeling the wind resources in a separate area and requesting that MARS provide hourly flows
across an area interface. Each and every replication would yield a different characteristic as
forced outage transitions are randomized. Twenty-five (25) replications were analyzed to validate
the actions of the MARS calculations. The number of hours spent at maximum output was
determined for each of the replications. The average value was 850 hours per year, minimum
was about 250 hours and maximum was about 1800 hours. Determining the “typical” replication
was a qualitative effort to find the average “time at max output” replication.
Note that the discretization of the time series due to the eleven state limitation in GE-MARS is
evident. The effect on the LOLE plots, however, is much less evident, as most of the curves in
Figure 34 and Figure 35 are relatively smooth.
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Figure 36: Sample wind generation time series generated by GE-MARS
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Results of MAPP Accreditation Procedure for Variable Capacity Generation
The MAPP procedure for accreditation of variable capacity generation was applied to the
aggregate wind generation data for the three years contained in the data set. Results are shown
in Table 15. For the peak month of July, the accredited capacity of the aggregate wind generation
is 249 MW. Using a 1500 MW nameplate rating, the normalized accredited capacity would be
17%.
Table 15:

Monthly accreditation of aggregate wind generation in study scenario per MAPP
procedure for variable capacity generation

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
AVERAGE

Median (MW)
394
498
285
370
423
334
249
293
492
376
499
444
388

%
26.3%
33.2%
19.0%
24.7%
28.2%
22.3%
16.6%
19.5%
32.8%
25.1%
33.3%
29.6%
25.9%

For comparison, the MAPP algorithm was applied to historical wind generation data provided by
Xcel Energy for the same three years. These results are shown in Table 16. The normalized
accredited capacity for what amounts to a single wind plant for the peak month of July is just
over 13%. (The assumed nameplate rating for the “wind plant” in the historical data was
assumed to be 300 MW, since this is the maximum hourly generation value that appears in the
data set).
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Table 16:

Monthly accreditation of Buffalo Ridge wind generation using MAPP procedure for
variable capacity generation.

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
AVERAGE

Median (MW)
62
112
87
90
61
63
40
39
114
86
120
122
83

%
20.7%
37.3%
29.0%
30.0%
20.3%
21.0%
13.3%
13.0%
38.0%
28.7%
40.0%
40.7%
27.7%

Observations
As evidenced by Table 12, the reliability contribution of wind generation to the Xcel control area
depends on the data used for developing the wind generation model – a conclusion reached
sometime ago by Milligan based on work in [7], [8], [10], [13], [14] .
The results fall into the range of what would be “expected” by researchers and others familiar
with modeling wind in utility reliability models. A remaining question, then, is one of the
differences between the formal reliability calculation and the capacity accreditation procedure
currently used in MAPP and being contemplated by other organizations.
The MAPP procedure takes the narrowest view of the historical production data by limiting it to
only those hours around the peak hour for the entire month, which potentially excludes some
hours where the load is still substantial and there would be a higher risk of outage. Applying the
MAPP procedure to the aggregate wind generation model developed for this study yields a
minimum capacity factor of about 17%. It is still smaller, however, than the ELCC computed
using lumped or seasonal wind models (26.7%).
Even though the formal reliability calculation using GE-MARS utilizes a very large number of
“trials” (replications) in determining the ELCC for wind generation, the wind model in each of
those trials is still based on probabilities and state transition matrices derived from just three
years of data. Some part of the difference between the MAPP method and the formal reliability
calculation, therefore, can be attributed to an insufficient data set for characterizing the wind
generation. When the sample of historical data is augmented to the ten year historical record
prescribed in the MAPP method, the capacity value determined by the MAPP method would
likely increase, reducing the magnitude of the difference between the two results.
This does not account for the entire difference between the methods, though. The MAPP
procedure only considers the monthly peak hour, so the seasonal and diurnal wind generation
variations as characterized in Task 1 of this project would lead to a discounting of its capacity
value.
It is interesting to note that the average of the monthly capacity accreditation values determined
by the MAPP method is very close to the result from the formal reliability calculation. This
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appears to be an anomaly or coincidence, however, since the mathematical machinery used in the
two calculations is completely different. Additionally, the results of the GE-MARS replications
show that the contributions made by wind generation to system ELCC are confined to the
summer peak months.

Recommendations
There are clear differences between the MAPP Capacity Credit method and the ELCC approach
used in this study. The MAPP algorithm selects wind generation data from a 4-hour window that
includes the peak, and is applied on a monthly basis. The ELCC approach is a risk-based method
that quantifies the system risk of meeting peak load, and is primarily applied on an annual basis.
ELCC effectively weights peak hours more than off-peak hours, so that two hypothetical wind
plants with the same capacity factor during peak hours can receive different capacity ratings. In a
case like this, the plant that delivers more output during high risk periods would receive a higher
capacity rating than a plant that delivers less output during high risk periods.
The MAPP approach shares a fundamental weakness with the method adopted by PJM: the 4hour window may miss load-hours that have significant risk, therefore ignoring an important
potential contribution from an intermittent generator. Conversely, an intermittent generator may
receive a capacity value that is unjustifiably high because its generation in a high-risk hour is
lower than during the 4-hour window.
Because ELCC is a relatively complex, data-intensive calculation, simplified methods could be
developed at several alternative levels of detail. Any of these approaches would fully capture the
system’s high-risk hours, improving the algorithm beyond what would be capable with the fixed,
narrow window in the current MAPP method. Any of the methods outlined below can also be
applied to several years of data, which could be made consistent with current MAPP practice of
using up to 10 years of data, if available. These methods are briefly outlined below.
1.

Annual capacity credit: Calculate the capacity factor for the intermittent resource over
the top 10% of annual load-hours. This approach was suggested by Milligan & Parsons,
1997.

2.

Application of (1) to seasonal capacity value: Calculate the capacity factor for the
intermittent resource over the top 10% of seasonal load-hours. Carry out this calculation
separately for each season.

3.

Application of (1) and (2) to monthly capacity value: Calculate the capacity factor for the
intermittent resource over the top 10% of monthly load-hours. Carry out this calculation
separately for each month. (Note that the annual capacity credit is not the lowest of the
12 monthly values; rather, it is calculated as specified in (1) above.

4.

Garver’s approximation [16] for annual capacity credit. The Garver approach was first
proposed in an IEEE article in the 1960’s, and can be extended to intermittent generators
such as wind. The approach approximates the declining exponential risk function (LOLP
in each hour, LOLE over a high-risk period). It requires a single reliability model run to
collect data to estimate Garver’s constant, known as m. Once this is done, the relative risk
for an hour is calculated by
R’ = Exp{-[(P-L)/m]}
P = annual peak load, L = load for the hour in question. R’ is the risk approximation
(LOLP), measured in relative terms (peak hour risk = 1).
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Construct a spreadsheet that calculates R’ for the top loads. Then modify the values of L
by subtracting the wind generation in that hour.
Calculate LOLE approximation for (a) no-wind case and (b) wind case by summing the
hours. Use all hours for which no-wind risk exceeds some tolerance – probably around
500 hours. Compare to gas plant or other benchmark, de-rated by its forced outage rate.
5.

Seasonal application of the Garver approximation could be carried out by calculating the
relative risk in the same manner as in (4), but applied to seasonal loads.

6.

Monthly application of the Garver approximation could be carried out by calculating the
relative risk in the same manner as in (4), but applied to monthly loads.

A hybrid approach to capacity valuation could also be adopted. For example, a series of
reliability runs could be made to determine the high-risk hours of each month, season, or year.
Several years could be analyzed in this way. Based on the results, a time window could be chosen
that represents the likely high-risk hours to the system (relatively high LOLP). These periods
could then be used to calculate the capacity value of wind, by using the capacity factor during
that time period.
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Task 4: Evaluate Wind Integration Operating Cost Impacts
Task Description
Evaluate the additional operating cost impact of the variability and the uncertainty of the wind
generation including regulation, load following, and unit commitment. The costs will be evaluated
for 1500 MW of wind power delivered to NSP customer load for the projected 2010 system (load,
generation, etc) while dispatching regional generation that is not electrically constrained.
The evaluation will recognize and build upon previous studies and include an updated unit
commitment model, improved ability to forecast wind, netting with load forecast errors,
geographic diversity in the wind plants, and the regional grid and developing markets.
Consideration should be given to both actual cost of service impacts and to projected market
prices for ancillary services. The evaluation should identify and examine the impacts of key
market-based and penalty-based methods for dealing with the operating impacts.
The evaluation will be conducted for the following time horizons:
Regulation: Evaluate the regulation requirement in the Automatic Generation Control time horizon
(several seconds to 10 minutes) associated with wind generation variability.
Determine the additional regulation requirement in the time frame of AGC cycle for supporting
wind plant integration using the methodology developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (This
method was used in the first wind plant impact study for Xcel North.) In this approach, the high
frequency component is extracted from the high-resolution historical data separately for system
load and wind generation.
Load Following: Evaluate the reserve requirements in the load following time horizon (10 minutes to
several hours) associated with wind generation variability.
•

Determine the intra-hour impacts to reserve capacity requirements within the hour, in 5 to
10 minute increments, associated with wind generation variability.

•

Determine the energy impacts of following the ramping and fluctuation of the wind
generation in the load following time horizon.

Unit Commitment: Evaluate the regulation requirement in the unit-commitment time horizon
(several hours to several days) associated with wind generation variability.
•

Determine the cost incurred to re-schedule units because of inaccuracy associated with
the wind generation forecasts (netted with load forecast errors), in the day-ahead
scheduling.
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Calculation of Incremental Regulation Requirements
The net load in a utility control area varies continuously over a wide spectrum of time scales,
from seasons to seconds. Electric energy supply must be adjusted on a continuous basis to meet
this demand while maintaining system security and honoring transaction agreements with other
control areas. “Control” of the system requires that generating units be deployed according to
their costs and physical capabilities to achieve this balance in real time.

Regulation - Background
In the context of this study, regulation is defined as the process of adjusting generation in
response to the fastest fluctuations or variations in the control area load. In characterizing the
time scale for this regulation function, it is helpful to consider the infrastructure that is employed
for making these adjustments. An Energy Management System, or EMS, is a wide-area control
system that (in simple terms):
•

Periodically receives data from a large number of measurement points regarding the
“state” of the power system under its auspices including real power, voltage, reactive
power, device status, etc.;

•

executes algorithms to determine how the system is performing at that instant and
possibly to forecast conditions that will need to be met in the moments ahead;

•

sends signals to certain generating units to raise or lower their output to correct
imbalance between supply and demand in the control area.

Automatic Generation Control (AGC) is a subsystem of the EMS that has the following functions
and responsibilities:
•

adjusting generation to hold system frequency at or close to the nominal value of 60 Hz
for North American power systems;

•

maintaining the correct value of power imports and exports with other control areas;

•

ensuring that the output of each generator under its control results in lowest possible
production cost.

The speed at which this closed-loop control system acts can be no faster than the rate at which
new information is input to the control algorithms. This is sometimes referred to as the “scan
rate.” In most systems, new information on the state of the system is obtained every few seconds.
For the Xcel-NSP EMS, the scan rate is 4 seconds.
AGC operates without human intervention, and therefore is well-suited to making fast and
continuous adjustments to generation to achieve the desired system performance. Because
control actions are not “free”, the rate at which generation adjustments are made will be much
slower than the rate at which new system state information is provided to the EMS and AGC
subsystem, yet still faster than a scheme with human intervention would allow.
The moment-to-moment fluctuations in net control area demand that give rise to the need for fast
generation control actions are the consequence of the combined actions of all users of electric
energy. These fluctuations differ from the longer-term (i.e. hour to hour) trends in the system
load which are indicative of daily customer usage patterns and other electric demand drivers
such as type of day, weather, etc. The temporal boundary between load variations that require
regulation service for compensation and those that would be considered as actual load trends is
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somewhat subjective. Specifying a boundary where the regulation variations are roughly
symmetrical about the underlying trend characteristic – i.e. the integrated energy of the
regulation characteristic over a longer period is zero – seems convenient from the perspective of
generation control. Units assigned regulation responsibility must reserve capacity (or operate at
some margin above minimum load) for equal upward and downward movements over short
periods of time; if the net energy delivered while providing regulation is zero, this function can
be characterized as impacting only capacity.
This characterization of the appropriate temporal boundary between regulation and load
following will be used in this study.

Statistical Analysis of Regulation
The basis for a statistical analysis of control area regulation requirements is described by Hirst
and Kirby in [1]. It relies on the notion that certain of the temporal variations in net control area
load can be attributed to random activities and actions of all customer loads (and even some
generators) that do not exhibit a distinct pattern, but rather have characteristics of “noise” on a
detailed plot of aggregate system load. Figure 37 shows a one-hour measurement of system load
superimposed on a measurement of the same load that is “smoothed” to reveal the underlying
trend.

Figure 37: Instantaneous system load at 4 second resolution and load trend

Although the Hirst/Kirby method does not make any assumptions about correlations between
subsets of the aggregate, a simplification can be made if the subsets are assumed to be
uncorrelated, i.e. they are statistically independent. This allows the use of some straightforward
algebra to analyze the impact of an individual portion of the aggregate load, and is very useful
when considering the impacts of wind generation.
It should be noted that the statistical analysis described in [1] does not consider any specific
details of the AGC load-frequency control algorithms or characteristics of the generating units
providing regulation service. Nor does it explicitly address or mathematically relate to control
performance as defined by the NERC standards CPS1 and CPS2. Rather, historical time-series
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load data is examined to simply quantify the range of regulation capability that would be
required to compensate for the fast variations in net system load.
Separating the net system load fluctuations into two categories – fast, random fluctuations (with
zero net energy) and a longer-term trend with variations – can be done by applying a rolling
average computation (Figure 38) to time-series load data of sufficient resolution. The result of
this calculation is then subtracted from the raw load data to extract the component of the overall
fluctuation that is defined as regulation.

Figure 38: Equations for separating regulation and load following from load (from[1]).

Application of the equations in Figure 38 to the raw load data from Figure 37 results in the
regulation characteristics of Figure 39.

Figure 39: Regulation characteristics for raw load data of Figure 37.

Statistics for the resulting regulation time series are then generated. If the rolling average period
is selected to make the energy component of the regulation characteristic zero, the mean of the
sample will be near zero. The standard deviation of the samples will depend to some degree on
the resolution of the raw data; for the very high resolution 4 second data used in these
illustrations the standard deviation will be higher than if the raw data (or the regulation
characteristic itself) were integrated or smoothed by a rolling average function. In [3], the
authors examined data from several control areas and found that the appropriate time period
was likely one to two minutes, and is influenced by system size, mix of generators on AGC, load
composition, and AGC control logic.
The regulation requirement can be related to the standard deviation by applying a multiplying
factor, e.g. 3 times the standard deviation to encompass 99% of all the deviations in the sample.
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The above algorithms can be applied to the entire load or any subset for which suitable
measurement data is available. If the regulation characteristics of the individual subsets are truly
uncorrelated, the regulation characteristic of the combination can be calculated from the statistics
of the individual characteristics as follows:

σT =

∑ σi

2

where

σi = standard deviation of regulation characteristic of subset of load
σT = standard deviation of regulation characteristics of total load
For purposes of this study, the individual components in the above equations will consist of each
of the plants in the wind generation scenario and the total system load as projected for 2010.

Regulation Characteristics of Xcel-NSP System Load
For Xcel-NSP, system load data with resolution sufficient for analysis of regulation issues is not
archived historically. A special archiving procedure was set up by Xcel operators to collect this
data over a two week period beginning April 12, 2004. The raw data from this archive is shown
in Figure 40.
The time-series were acquired at a 4 second resolution, or 21,600 values per day. Weekend days
are clearly visible, as are a few periods with some bad data points (e.g. in the plot for April 15-17).
Because high-resolution data is available only for this period, it will be assumed that the
regulation characteristic of the existing load is constant over the entire year.
In the analysis that follows, it is also assumed that with amount of capacity and type of units
assigned to regulation duty current regulation performance for the Xcel-NSP system is adequate.
The raw data was processed as described in [1] by applying the following equations:

where
avg_per := 300
avg_per ⋅ 4 ⋅ sec = 20min
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Figure 40: High-resolution load data archived from Xcel-NSP EMS.

and

A number of time averaging periods were used, with the 20 minute time average period
determined to be the best in terms of the longest period still resulting in zero net energy. Figure
41 shows the raw data and the trend for the time series data with a 20 minute time-averaging
period.
The regulation characteristic corresponding to the data in Figure 41 is shown in Figure 42.
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Figure 41: Raw load data and trend with 20 minute time-averaging period.

Figure 42: Regulation characteristic from Figure 41.

A twenty minute time-averaging period was applied to the two week data series. Statistics were
computed for each of the segments of archive data. The regulation characteristic was computed
using the 4 second data, which according to Hirst will lead to a higher regulation requirement.
However, the results using the 4 second data align very well with current Xcel-NSP operating
practice, so no additional smoothing of the regulation data was employed. Figure 43 shows the
distribution of the regulation time series for the April 12-14 data segment.
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Figure 43: Distribution of regulation variations for April 12-14, 2004.

Results for all of the archive data are shown in Table 17. Currently, Xcel-NSP carries 60 MW of
regulating reserve (up and down), which is just over three times the value shown in the table.
Given that control performance for Xcel-NSP is satisfactory with 60 MW of regulating reserve, the
statistical analysis approach seems to be at least partially validated by reality.
Table 17: Summary of Regulation Statistics for Xcel-NSP System Load, April 12-27, 2004

Data Set

Std. Dev
(MW)

Variance
(MW)

4/12-14

18.4

338.3

4/15-17

14.9

221.1

4/18-20

17.9

318.9

4/21-23

17.9

320.3

4/24-26

16.8

282,7

4/27-28

16.6

275.0

Comments
Ignored periods with bad data

Ignored period with bad data

Characteristics of Proposed Wind Generation
The approach for determining the regulation requirements for the prospective wind generation in
the 2010 scenario was based on high-resolution data collected by NREL at the Buffalo Ridge
Substation and the Lake Benton II wind plant in southwestern Minnesota. These data sets consist
of 1 second measurements of real power, reactive power, and voltage over a period approaching
3 years. The turbine groups being monitored are each comprised of a different number of Enron
Wind Corporation Z750 wind turbines. The turbine count and nameplate capacity for each of
the measurement locations is given in Table 18.
The data sets are useful for examining the regulation behavior of wind plants because of the
differing turbine numbers and the synchronization of the measurements. Short-term output
fluctuations of individual wind turbines and groups of turbines are very difficult to characterize
analytically due to the complex micro-scale meteorology and turbine factors from which they
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derive. The measurement data provides an empirical foundation for estimating and
approximating this variability.
Table 18: Plant Details for NREL Measurement Data

Interconnection

# of
Turbines

Nameplate
Capacity (MW)

Delta

30

22.50

Echo

39

29.25

Foxtrot

14

10.50

Golf

55

41.25

Total

280

210.00

Power output data consisting of 1 second samples over a 24 hour period for each of the
measurement locations is shown in Figure 44. An expanded view over a 30 minute period
beginning at Hour 5 is shown in Figure 45.
Some initial observations regarding this data include:
•

The correlation between the power profiles for the individual turbine groups is apparent
over the longer time scales.

•

On the shortest time frames, the fluctuations show little if any correlation.

•

The fast output fluctuations for the “Total” measurement comprising 280 turbines are
much smaller as a fraction of rating that the same fluctuations from groups with smaller
numbers of turbines.

These observations will form the basis of the method for estimating the regulation requirements
of the wind plants making up the 1500 MW scenario for the study.
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Figure 44:

Portion of NREL measurement data showing per-unitized output at each monitoring
location.

Figure 45: Expanded view of Figure 44 beginning at Hour 5.

The time-averaging method that was used to separate the regulation characteristic from the
underlying trend for the system load data is applied to the wind generation measurement data.
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The trend characteristic that results from a 20 minute time-averaging period for the data shown
in the previous two figures is plotted in Figure 46. While the trend characteristic exhibits more
variation than the system load, it is apparent from the figure that the trends from Figure 44 are
captured well with this time-averaging period.

Figure 46:

Trend characteristic extracted from raw data of Figure 44 with a 20 minute time
averaging period.

A total of nine 24 hour periods of wind generation data were processed to extract the regulation
characteristics. With the 20 minute time-averaging period, the mean of regulation characteristic
for each of the measurement locations was very near zero. The standard deviations for each
measurement location and day sample are given in Table 19.
The calculated standard deviations are for all hours and operating conditions in the samples, and
do not distinguish between periods of light, moderate, or strong winds. Plots of the results for
each sample day on a semi-log chart, as shown in Figure 47, reveal a dependence between the
number of turbines in the measurement group and the standard deviation. The plots also show
that range of standard deviations for the sample increases as the number of turbines in the
measurement group decreases.
The preceding analysis is a simple quantification of a principle with which most persons familiar
with wind generation already know – wind generation variability declines (as a percentage) as
the number of turbines increases. The quantification presented here is also not exhaustive, and
focuses on a single turbine model in a single geographic region. From the numbers presented
here, however, conservative estimates can safely be made.
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Table 19: Standard Deviation of Regulation Characteristic for NREL Measurement Locations

Measurement Location
Day

Foxtrot
(%)

Delta
(%)

Echo
(%)

Golf
(%)

Total
(%)

111

4.871

3.231

2.383

2.378

0.899

60

2.346

2.001

1.598

1.302

0.635

120

2.886

2.241

1.802

1.848

0.84

180

2.805

2.317

1.937

1.332

0.636

240

3.538

3.092

2.32

2.232

1.048

302

2.406

2.06

1.824

1.69

0.822

360

4.505

1.918

2.617

1.327

0.849

30

3.428

2.625

2.579

1.975

1.055

75

3.428

1.666

1.695

1.435

0.645

Average

3.36

2.35

2.08

1.72

0.83

Figure 47:

Variation of the standard deviation of the regulation characteristic for each of nine
sample days by number of turbines comprising measurement group.
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Calculation of Incremental Regulating Requirements
The increment in regulating reserve for the Xcel-NSP control area due to 1500 MW of wind
generation can be approximately calculated using the simple expression described earlier:

∑ σi

σT =

2

where

σi = standard deviation of regulation characteristic of subset of load
σT = standard deviation of regulation characteristics of total load
The standard deviation of the regulation characteristic for the existing Xcel-NSP control area load
was calculated to be 18 MW:

σ L := 18 ⋅ MW
The procedure for synthesizing the system load for the year 2010 involves a simple scaling of the
existing load to match the projected peak for that year. By doing so, the regulation characteristic
would be similarly scaled, increasing the standard deviation of the regulation characteristic for
the load in 2010 to 20.2 MW:

σ' L = 20.2 MW
The total wind generation is assumed to consist of 50 separate “plants” of 30 MW each. With
larger turbines comprising the newer plants the number of turbines in each plant could be as low
as 15. While they are significantly larger than the 750 kW turbines upon which the empirical
analysis was based, the standard deviation of the regulation requirement for each plant is
conservatively estimated to be 5%:

σ wi = 1.5 MW
Using the formula from above, the standard deviation for the combination of the projected load
and the 1500 MW of wind generation can be calculated:

σ T :=

2

⎛

σ' L + 50 ⋅ σ wi
⎝

2⎞

⎠

σ T = 22.8 MW
Assuming that the regulation requirement is equal to three times the standard deviation of the
regulation characteristic (which was shown to be a reasonable assumption for current practice in
the Xcel-NSP control area), the new regulation requirement will be 68.4 MW, or an increase of 7.8
MW over what is projected for the load alone.

Conclusions
The statistical methodology employed here indicates that the addition of 1500 MW of wind
generation in the control area would have a small but calculable impact on the regulation reserve
required to hold CPS1 performance constant.
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Using relatively conservative assumptions regarding the regulation demand from each of the
fifty 30 MW “wind plants” in the scenario, the increase in regulation reserves for the control area
would be less than 10 MW.
A simple method for estimate the economic impact of this increased regulating requirement is to
compute the “opportunity cost” of having to reserve that incremental capacity for regulation
rather than producing energy and selling it. At present, much of the regulation duty for the XcelNSP control area is provided by one or more large coal-fired units (SherCo 1 &2). Assuming a
production cost of $10/MWH, a selling price of $25/MWH, the approximate annual cost to
reserve this additional capacity for system regulation is

7.8 MW ⋅ 8760

$
hours
⋅ (25 − 10)
= $1,024,920
year
MWH

At an average capacity factor of 35%, the annual production from the 1500 MW of wind
generation would be 4.5 million MWH each year.
The cost of the incremental regulation service would be

$1,024,920
= $0.23
MWH
4,500,000MWH
Capacity value provides an alternative method for costing the incremental regulation
requirement. Using a value of $10/kW-month or $120/kw-year, the annual cost of allocating an
additional 7.8 MW of capacity to regulation duty comes out to be $936,000, about the same as the
number arrived at through the simple opportunity cost calculation. This number and the
previous result are not additive, however. By either method, the cost to Xcel for providing the
incremental regulation capacity due to the 1500 MW of wind generation in the control area is
about $1 million per year.
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Impact of Wind Generation on Generation Ramping – Hourly Analysis
The hour-by-hour changes in forecast system load are important considerations for power system
operators in committing and scheduling supply resources. During the “shoulder” periods of the
daily cycle, the system load will either rise or fall quite quickly. Around the peak hours and
overnight, hourly load changes will be much smaller. The scheduling procedure must take these
expected hourly changes into account to ensure that there is enough unused online capacity
(during ramps up) or unloadable capacity (during ramps down) to follow the changes in the
load. If the ramping capability of the units available falls short of what is required, emergency
reserves or transactions with other control areas would be tapped to meet these trends.
Variations in wind energy do not necessarily follow any daily pattern. The question for the
schedulers and operators then becomes one of how wind generation might affect the control area
need for ramping capability, since the normal ramping requirements for the existing system load
are well known from history and experience.
The analytical tool used to make decisions regarding which generating units need to be made
available to meet the forecast system load for a future period – usually the next day or a few days
– is the unit commitment program. The fundamental algorithms in a unit commitment program
explore a very large number of combinations and permutations of generating units to find the
line-up that will meet the load at the lowest cost. The solution must honor a myriad of
constraints, some related to the capabilities and realities of individual generating units and others
stemming from considerations for maintaining system security, control performance, and
adherence to reliability council operating guidelines. Limitations on number of units’ starts and
stops over period, maximum and minimum operating levels, maximum and minimum rates of
change in output, and minimum run times fall into the first category. Requirements for system
regulation, spinning reserves, and operating reserves are examples of the second category.
Because individual units have ramp rate limitations, the impacts of wind generation on the net
control area demand as described in this section give an indication of how wind generation
changes the “problem” that must be solved by the unit commitment program.

Analysis of Historical Load Data and Synthesized Wind Generation Data
The three-year wind generation time series data developed for this study, aggregated to the
hourly level, in conjunction with an Xcel-NSP hourly system load time-series for the same years
was analyzed. Each of the annual hourly system load time series was scaled so that the peak
hour matches the anticipated 2010 system peak of 9943 MW.
A cursory examination of the hourly net system load changes with and without the wind
generation was conducted first. The complete time series data sets for load and wind generation
are plotted in Figure 48. Possible impacts of wind generation on ramping requirements are
shown in Figure 49. Periods to note are those where the ramping requirement is modified either
in magnitude or sign. Also of note is the effect that this penetration of wind generation has on
the overall daily “shape” of the load curve.
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Figure 48: System Load and Wind Generation data sets used in assessment of ramping
requirements.

For this analysis, a characteristic of the wind generation model should be noted. The
computational model used to develop the wind speed time series upon which the individual
wind plant and aggregate wind generation values are based actually re-creates historical
weather. For this study, the years 2000, 2002, and 2003 were selected. The corresponding XcelNSP system load data used in this analysis is also from those years. Therefore, any correlations
that exist between wind generation and control area load, such as those that rise from the fact
that weather systems have an influence on both quantities, are theoretically embedded in the data
sets being used here. It is outside the scope of this study to evaluate the sources of such
correlations or to what extent they influence the data sets. At the same time, however, there is
some comfort in knowing that if they exist and are significant, they are accounted for in the data.
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Figure 49: Expanded view of Figure 48 beginning on Day 100.

The hour-to-hour load changes for the three years of data are shown in Figure 50 and Figure 51.
A slight broadening of the distribution is discernable – the standard deviation for the load data
only is 280 MW; with wind generation added the standard deviation increases to 294 MW. Both
distributions are quite symmetrical with a mean very near zero. Note that with wind generation
added, the number of hours with very little load change decreases from just under 10 percent to
about 8 percent.
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Figure 50: Distribution of hourly changes in system load without wind for three year sample.

Figure 51: Distribution of hourly changes in system load with wind for three year sample.

Another salient feature of Figure 51 is that the number of very large hourly changes (greater than
+/- 800 MW) is increased only slightly with wind generation. The effect here appears to be
substantially smaller than that reported in some recent studies, but similar to some others. Two
points should be made, however. First, the penetration level in this study (15%) is only half of
what was considered in [4]. Second, the distributions shown here treat all hours equally. With
respect to generation schedules developed for conventional control area loads, the assumption
that the same amount of ramping capability is available for each hour of the day is not valid.
Ramping requirements for familiar control area loads will vary considerably over the course of
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the day, and optimal generation unit commitment plans and schedules likely take this into
consideration. Therefore, a more detailed view of how ramping requirements are affected by
wind generation is necessary.
Using the data sets described above, the control area hourly load changes with and without wind
generation were analyzed by time of day. The hourly load ramp for hours ending 3, 6, 9, 12, 15,
18, 21, and 24 are plotted in Figure 52 for each day of the sample data set. The hourly changes
with wind generation are shown in Figure 53.
The seasonal as well as time-of-day dependence for ramping requirements can be seen clearly in
the graphs. Without wind generation, the hourly changes during the middle of the night and for
the peak hours (which vary by season) are smaller than those during the shoulder periods. The
morning load pick up is easily seen by comparing Hours Ending 3, 6, and 9 and to a lesser extent
during the peak hours, while the evening load drop is visible in Hour Ending 24 and even in
Hour Ending 21 during certain seasons.
Figure 54 plots the hourly load changes (shown as bars rather than lines) with and without wind
generation for Hours Ending 6, 12, and 18. Notable here is the significantly increased number of
“down ramps” in the early morning resulting increase in wind generation in excess of the load
pickup.
Statistics on the hourly ramping data provide some additional insight. Figure 55 shows the
computed average ramping requirement for each hour of the day, by season of the year, both
with and without wind generation. The notable characteristic of these graphs is how little the
ramping requirements appear to be impacted by wind generation.
This impact is much clearer in Figure 56, which shows the standard deviations of the populations
from which the averages in the previous figure were calculated. The graphs show that wind
generation can increase the ramping requirement for any hour each season of the year. This
qualitative conclusion is not surprising, and maybe even obvious given the relatively high
penetration level being considered in this study. The standard deviations of the distributions do,
however, help to convey the relative magnitude of the impact through the operating day.
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Figure 52: Control area hourly load (no wind) changes for hours ending 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 ,21, & 24.
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Figure 53: Control area hourly load (with wind) changes for hours ending 3, 6, 9, 12, 15,18,21, & 24.
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Figure 54:

Control area hourly load changes for hours ending 6, 12 & 18. Load only (red) and with
wind (blue)
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Figure 55:

Average ramping requirements with and without wind for each hour of the day, by
season.
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Figure 56:

Standard deviation of ramping requirements with and without wind generation, by hour
of day and season.

A final view of this data is created by examining the actual distributions of ramp rates. Such a
view provides a better illustration of whether the impact of wind generation on the ramp
requirement is in the up or down direction. In addition, the actual shapes of the distributions
provide an indication of the usefulness of the standard deviation for calculations, since the
distributions are not necessarily Gaussian.
Distributions are created for each season of the year. With three years total of data, each sample
data set therefore contains about 270 values.
The first observation from the hours depicted is that wind generation can substantially increase
the hourly ramp rate during certain seasons and hours of the day. Figure 57 (HE 3) and Figure 59
(HE 6) are the best examples. During these hours, the ramping requirement is high because of
substantial changes in the load. With wind generation changing in the opposite direction, the
ramping requirement becomes even higher.
Secondly, while not related to wind generation, the bi-modal distributions for the morning
pickup hours in each season are interesting. The unique shape of the distribution is due to the
fact that weekdays and weekend days are lumped together in the sample.
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Figure 57:

Ramping requirements with and without wind generation for selected hours during the
winter season.

Figure 58:

Ramping requirement with and without wind generation for selected hours during
spring.
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Figure 59:

Ramping requirement with and without wind generation for selected hours during
summer.

Figure 60:

Ramping requirement with and without wind generation for selected hours during fall.

Assessment of Wind Generation Impacts on Ramping Requirements
The ramping requirements addressed here are based on a retrospective or historical view of
hourly system load characteristics and synthesized wind generation data. The preceding graphs
and illustrations leave little doubt that the 1500 MW of wind generation in a 10,000 MW control
area will, at least at times, increase the ramp rate required to meet the load on an hourly basis.
Quantifying the cost impact is the important question for this study. The analysis of this section,
while revealing with respect to the interplay between the temporal behavior of the system load
and wind generation, is inadequate for a detailed quantitative analysis of these economic
impacts.
Computation of the cost impacts of increased generation ramp rate during certain hours of the
day and seasons of the year is captured by the analytical methodology of the next section of the
report. At the hourly level, where the analysis of this section was focused, system operators
commit and schedule generation to not only meet the daily energy requirements for the load, but
also to transition hour-by-hour through the forecast daily load patterns out to the study horizon.
As will be described, the influence of wind generation on the net control area load against which
the other supply resources are committed and scheduled, along with the economic consequences
in terms of increased production cost is captured in the analytical methodology at the hourly
level.
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Unit Commitment and Scheduling with Wind Generation
The objective of short-term power system planning and scheduling is to minimize production
cost against a myriad of constraints and limitations necessary for maintaining power system
security and the integrity of power system equipment. The procedure for committing and
scheduling supply resources is a forward-looking exercise that is necessarily based on forecasts
and estimates of conditions to come. When actual conditions do not match the assumptions upon
which the plan is based, the reality is likely to be sub-optimal. The accuracy with which these
future conditions can be estimated is critical to achieving the primary objective for generation
scheduling.
The variability and predictability (or lack thereof) of wind generation brings some new
dimensions to this process. While hourly loads for the coming days or week cannot be predicted
with complete accuracy, the substantial body of historical data and operating experience in a
given control area has allowed the uncertainty embedded in load forecasts to be at least implicitly
included in the planning process. While the actual hourly load values may differ from the
forecast values by a significant amount, power system planners and operators are assured that
the load will rise in the morning, peak at some fairly predictable hour given the type of day and
season of the year, and resemble thousands of other observed load patterns in most respects.
With significant wind generation in the control area, there is the potential for new and previously
unobserved patters of net system load to appear. Wind generation ramping up quickly in the
morning or dropping late in the day can turn a “ramp-up” or “ramp-down” period around for
the system operators. At the other extreme, additional controllable resources may have to be
deployed to follow hourly changes in net control area demand well above what could be
expected from experience.
In this section, the data, analytical methodology, and results for the expected impacts on
generation commitment and scheduling in the Xcel-NSP control area will be described.

Overview
The wind generation scenario in this study equates to a 15% penetration level (based upon
nameplate wind generation and system peak load). However, there will be a large number of
hours during the year when wind generation is serving a much larger percentage of the control
area load. A quick analysis of the hourly load and wind generation data from the previous
sections shows that the ratio of wind generation to system load regularly exceeds 30%, and
ranges to as high as 36% for a small number of hours. During these conditions, where wind
generation is obviously high and system load is low or near the daily minimum, the deployment
of Xcel-NSP supply resources will likely be very much different than has been experienced to
date.
In addition, the high penetration levels are achieved only temporarily, so there must be enough
generation available to quickly replace the wind generation should it decline. The importance of
knowing in advance that wind generation will change substantially, especially when it undergoes
a relatively rapid change from high to low, is obvious here.
The hourly analysis described here focuses on the short-term planning procedures that involve
decisions to make units available for generation (unit commitment) and scheduling them for
operation to achieve the lowest production cost over the study horizon. The analytical tool
employed for this analysis is the same one used by the operators to develop day-ahead schedules.
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The analytical method involves sets of cases that will allow the impact of wind generation on the
operating cost at the hourly level to be calculated. The cases are also defined to closely mimic the
daily activities of the power system schedulers.

Methodology for Hourly Analysis
The analytical methodology must capture the extra system operating costs that are incurred due
to:
1.

The variability of wind generation, and

2.

The fact that the actual hourly delivery of wind generation differs from what was used
to develop the operating plan.

At Xcel Energy, those responsible for the NSP system generate daily schedules for internal
resources and transactions in the early morning of the previous day. Load forecasts are adjusted
for the next several days based on updated information, and a unit commitment and scheduling
program is run to develop an operating plan with the minimum cost against the variety of
constraints. The plan establishes which generating units are to be available, how much power
will be bought from and sold to other control areas for each hour of the day, and where the
available generating units should be dispatched on an hourly basis to achieve the lowest cost of
production for the forecast load.
As the next day actually unfolds, chances are quite high that reality will be somewhat different
from what was projected. Some of this difference may be due to events that cannot be
anticipated, like forced outages of generating units, while other parts may be due to errors in
forecasting. Whatever the source, these departures from schedule must then be remedied in the
real-time operating regime.
Figure 61 illustrates the approach used in this study that captures the points 1) and 2) from
above and also maps reasonably well to the Xcel practice for short-term operations planning.
The core of the method is a software tool that performs unit commitment and economic dispatch
(hour-by-hour scheduling) for a set of chronological hourly loads and the defined power system
model. It is assumed that the analysis is performed on a daily basis. Three cases for each
operating period are defined, with impacts of wind generation extracted from comparisons of
the results for these cases.
The initial case is referred to as the reference or “base” case. The case is defined so that the wind
generation for the day is delivered in such a way as to have minimum impact according to
points 1 and 2 above. The production cost for the period, minus the amount paid for the wind
generation (which is assumed to be a “must take” resource) is the baseline production cost.
In this base case, the total energy provided by wind generation over the course of the day is
assumed to be delivered on a “flat’ profile, where the hourly value is 1/24th of the daily total.
The rationale for this assumption will be discussed later.
The second case represents activities of the Xcel-NSP system schedulers as they prepare the
operating plan for the next day. Here, hour-by-hour forecasts of system load and wind
generation are used to develop an operating schedule for the next day. It is assumed that this
schedule is being prepared early in the morning prior to the actual day (“day-ahead”, or DA), so
that the forecast data is for 16 to 40 hours into the future. This is a much more important
consideration for wind generation than it is for load.
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It must be noted that in the first two cases, the unit commitment program determines both an
optimal commitment of generating units and a lowest-cost schedule. As such, any unit in the
inventory may be deployed within its operating constraints.
The third and final case in this aspect of the hourly analysis is one intended to show how the
optimal plan performs when the actual wind generation differs from the forecast by an expected
amount. The key here is that the program is not allowed to “optimize”, but rather is forced to
live with the commitment schedule developed the previous day and adjust the operating units to
meet the actual net of load and wind generation.

Figure 61:

Overview of methodology for hourly analysis

The results of the simulation case are compared to the reference case to determine the impacts of
wind generation. The primary metric is production cost. The primary reasons that the actual
product costs will exceed those of the base case are:
1.

The actual delivery of wind generation has substantial hour-to-hour variability that must
be compensated by other resources.

2.

The errors in hourly wind generation forecast for the next day result in certain hours
where the available resources cannot be adjusted to serve the load. In the parlance of the
unit commitment program, this is referred to as “unserved” energy; in reality this energy
would be procured by the real-time operators through hour-ahead transactions or
possibly by the deployment of quick-start, but expensive, peaking units.
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3.

The delivery of energy in the “actual” case on an hour-by-hour basis will depart from
that assumed in the base case. If more wind energy is delivered at night relative to the
reference case, it will be displacing very low cost generation. At the other end of the
spectrum, more wind might actually be delivered, again relative to the reference case,
during hours where the marginal cost of generation is high. While this is not strictly an
“integration cost” related to an ancillary service, the effect is real for the purchaser
relative to a predictable and controllable source of energy.

The results presented later will document all of these cost components as an aggregate number.

Model Data and Case
System Data
A temporary license for the ABB Couger v.6.81 unit commitment program was provided by Xcel
Energy, along with a “saved-case” database containing all of the input parameters for the present
Xcel-NSP control area.
The program database was updated so as to represent the Xcel system as forecast for the year
2010, as described in the Loads and Resources table from the Task 2 section of this report..
The most significant changes for the study year are the planned addition by Xcel Energy of five
combustion turbine units with a total capacity of 775 MW, and the conversion of four existing
coal-fired units to 954 MW of combined-cycle plant. Assumed heat rate curves were provided by
Xcel, and other operating parameters were patterned after a similar unit already in the program
database.
As mentioned previously, hourly load data for 2010 was generated by scaling data from the years
2000, 2002, and 2003 such that the peak hour for each of the years matched the projected peak of
9943 MW in 2010.
Wind Generation and Forecast Data
An aggregate hourly wind generation model for the same years was created from the wind
resource time-series data as discussed in the report on Task 1. The time series were selected to
“line up” with the hour system load time-series so that any correlation between wind generation
and system load remained embedded in the data used to drive the unit commitment analysis.
Datasets of power forecast errors for each of the 3 simulation years were generated for the
integrated system simulations. This dataset consisted of 365 forecasts of 48 hour length with a
power forecast error given for each of the 48 hours. The paradigm for developing the forecast
error dataset incorporated the statistical forecast error characteristics from the forecasting
evaluation experiment (see Task 1). In this experiment, power was predicted by a computational
learning system (CLS) for a 2 day period. The error analysis was derived from a comparison of
this CLS forecast with NREL archived production data for the Delta Sector of the Lake Benton 2
Wind Facility in southwest Minnesota. By applying the characteristics of the frequency
distribution of the magnitude of forecast power error, a simulated power error forecast was
made. This methodology could be described as a random walk to find the error for each
additional forecast hour. The size of each random walk step was determined based on random
numbers and the forecast experiment delta-error histogram.
To account for the geographic dispersion of the production sites and the autocorrelation between
regional wind farms, one forecast error dataset was created for each of 3 regions with separate
datasets generated for the 3 years of the system simulation (9 total datasets). A different random
seed was used to generate each of the files, insuring their uniqueness. The 3 regional groupings
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included the southwest Minnesota sites (1-5, 11-30), the southeast Minnesota sites (6-10), and the
northeast South Dakota sites (31-50).
A data set corresponding to a next-day hour-by-hour wind generation forecast was created by
using the forecast errors for hours 16 through 40 of the forecast data. The result is a 8760-hour
time series for each year of the wind model that represents the forecasted wind generation for
that hour if the forecast had been made on the morning of the previous day, which is roughly
consistent with current practice for next-day scheduling and likely to be appropriate for next day
decisions with wholesale energy markets.
Sample time series depicting “forecast” and “actual” wind generation are shown in Figure 62 and
Figure 63. The yearly sets of hour 16-40 forecasts were adjusted to make the mean-absolute-error
(MAE) for the entire yearly forecast series about 15%. This was done to make the forecast
reflective of the current state of the commercial art.
Even with a MAE of 15%, hourly forecast errors can still be substantial. The distribution of
hourly errors for the 2003 wind generation forecast and actual time series is shown in Figure 64.

Figure 62:

Actual and forecast wind generation for two weeks in March, 2003
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Figure 63: Actual and forecast wind generation for two weeks in July, 2003

Figure 64: Forecast error statistics for 2003 wind generation time series.

Rationale for the “Reference” Case
As described earlier, the base case for the hourly analysis assumed that the actual wind energy
delivered for the day was known exactly, and that it was delivered evenly each hour of the day.
Such treatment was chosen for the base case since a flat profile has the minimum impact on
ancillary services at the hourly level. Ramping from hour to hour is neither increased nor
decreased by flat profile. With respect to production costs, the flat block of energy which shifts
the daily load curve downward reduces the need to deploy marginal units during peak periods.
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Case Structure
Cases were set up and run for one month at a time, using the actual loads, wind generation, and
wind generation forecasts for that month. Because the wind generation forecasts are for 16 to 40
hours forward, and load forecast error is neglected for now, the approach reasonably mimics a
day-ahead scheduling process.
Each optimization case requires approximately 30 minutes of computer time to solve. To allow
for a large number of days and months to be evaluated (given that two optimization and one
simulation case are required for each study period), several assumptions as described in the next
section were required.

Assumptions
To allow for analysis of complete years using the methodology described above, it was necessary
to develop some assumptions to minimize the changes to the unit commitment program database
from case to case. While these assumptions certainly have an influence on production cost, the
results sought here are drawn from a comparison of cases, each of which is based on identical
assumptions.
It is recognized that the difference in production costs between two case variants may be
sensitive to the assumptions made. For practical purposes however, it would not be possible in
the context of this study to make scheduling decisions such as those made each day by Xcel
operating personnel. The compromise between the scope of the hourly analysis and the precision
and accuracy of the assumptions made regarding various aspects of operational flexibility is
considered appropriate.
It should also be noted that the assumptions made by the project team and the decisions made
automatically by the unit commitment program reflect a realistic if not optimal deployment of the
supply resources to meet the forecast load. No unit constraints, as described in the saved case
data, were violated, and “unusual” scheduling of units – such as the excessive backing down of
base load units” was minimized.
Supply Resources
All of the units in the database were assumed to be available all hours of the year at actual
maximum capacity.
Per the results of the regulation analysis, the regulation requirement was assumed to be 70 MW.
Reserve requirements (spinning and operating) were not changed from the 2004 data.
Transactions – Internal
The Load and Resources projection for 2010 indicates a number of firm purchases from third
parties. For those that already exist in the 2004 unit commitment database, the representation
was left as-is. New third-party resources were included as purchase transactions (described
below) where firm transmission service had been procured as part of the contract.
Transactions – External
Assumptions about purchases and sales to other control areas were found to be relatively critical
to the results. A dispatchable purchase or sale will be used by the unit commitment and
economic dispatch logic as compensation for the hourly variations in wind generation if the price
is suitably low/high, and will reduce the impact of wind generation on production costs. The
purchase and sale definitions in the program setup were adjusted to reasonably reflect the
“products” that would be available in a day-ahead market (even for bi-lateral transactions).
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Conversations with Xcel operators revealed that in day-ahead scheduling of transactions, the
amount of flexibility with respect to significant hour-by-hour variations was limited.
Purchase and Sale “contracts” modeled in the Xcel 2004 Couger database were analyzed, and are
shown in Figure 65. Using this as a template, a standard transaction model was developed for
this project. A standard model does not provide for probable seasonal changes in transactions or
the advantage of shorter-term foresight with respect to system needs. However, it does provide
for a reasonable representation that helps to facilitate the execution of a large number of cases for
this project. Assumptions for purchases and sales in the 2010 model are shown in Figure 66.
The standard transaction model was broken down into components for modeling in the unit
commitment program. On the purchase side, a firm 5x16 contract with Manitoba Hydro for 500
MW was modeled explicitly. The remainder of the purchases were modeled as a flat on-peak and
off-peak blocks, as indicated in Figure 67. Sales included a 250 MW 24x7 firm sale and a shaped
off-peak sale.
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Figure 65: Typical Xcel Energy purchases and sales for Spring ’04.

T ransaction Assumptions for 2010
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Figure 66: Assumed transactions for 2010 hourly analysis
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Variable Transactions for 2010
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Figure 67:

Variable components of 2010 daily purchases and sales (excludes Manitoba Hydro
5x16 contract for 500 MW and forced sale of 250 MW)

Fuel Costs
Minimal adjustments were made to the fuel cost assumptions in the base data provided by Xcel
Energy. In effect, the costs and prices are in 2004 dollars.
For the new gas units, a natural gas price of $6.00 /MBTU was assumed.
While it made no difference to the unit commitment or scheduling since it was specified as a
“must take” resource, the purchase price for wind energy was assumed to be $29/MWH. The
cost of wind energy (and the load served by wind) is subtracted from the production cost
summaries so as not to skew the production cost numbers for the other Xcel resources.

Results
Results of the hourly analysis for one year of study data are shown in Table 20 and 21.
Notes on the Table:
•

Base Production Cost is the total cost incurred by Xcel Energy to serve the load not
served by wind generation in the base case, where an equal amount of wind energy is
delivered as a flat block over the day.

•

Actual Production Cost is the total cost incurred by Xcel Energy to serve the load not
served by wind generation where the unit commitment and day-ahead schedule are
developed with an hour-by-hour forecast of wind generation for the next day.

•

Net Load Served is the amount of load served by Xcel Energy resources – it does not
include the load served by wind generation.

•

Unserved by DA (Day-Ahead) Plan is the energy that could not be served by the unit
commitment and schedule developed with the wind generation forecast. This load is not
really “unserved”, as resources would be acquired on the day or the hour before,
presumably at a higher cost that if they could have been procured in day-ahead
arrangements.

•

HA (Hour-Ahead) Energy Price is the assumed cost per MWH to provide for the load
unserved by the DA plan.
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•

Wind Generation is the actual wind energy delivered over the course of the study period
(month)

•

Incr. Prod. Cost is the cost difference, in thousands of dollars, between the base plan and
the actual production cost from the simulation run.

•

HA Energy Cost is the assumed total cost of energy in the current day or hour ahead
markets to serve the load unserved by the day-ahead plan.

•

Hourly Integration Cost is the sum of the increased production cost plus the hour-ahead
energy cost divided by the total wind energy delivered over the period.

•

Load served by Wind is the fraction of the total energy demand over the study period
that was provided from wind generation.

Discussion
From the hourly simulations, the cost to Xcel Energy for integrating 1500 MW of nameplate wind
generation capacity is estimated to be $4.37/MWH of wind generation delivered to the system.
This number is the total of the incremental production and hour-ahead energy costs divided by
the total amount of wind energy delivered to the system over the 24 months studied.
Based on conversations with Xcel Energy operating personnel, the production cost results in the
table are higher than those now incurred for the Xcel-NSP control area. The previously discussed
assumptions made to facilitate the execution of a large number of cases at a granularity of one
month are certainly a factor. However, the planned changes to the resource portfolio for the
study year were also cited as having some potential impact.
The monthly variability of the integration cost also stands out. In some respects, this variation
seems reasonable since during the months with higher loads, more expensive generation is being
called upon more frequently. This rationale does not explain, however some higher integration
costs during the winter, when the load would be modest but not high.
Some of the higher integration costs during the two summer months can actually be attributed to
the relatively low wind energy production during those periods. Note that while the differential
production cost is high for those months, it is actually higher in December and about the same in
April. Those summer months are the worst and third worst in terms of wind energy production,
however.
Another factor to consider is the wind generation forecast accuracy. These cases utilize a wind
generation forecast with a realistically random error. It is possible that a variation in forecast
quality between the monthly cases might be responsible for the variation. Investigation of this
aspect is outside the scope of this study, unfortunately. However, when results for the remaining
twenty four months of the load and wind data are -considered in the aggregate, the effect of
statistical variations in forecast accuracy should be reduced.
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Table 20: Results of Hourly Analysis for First Annual Data Set (2003 Wind Generation & 2003 Load Scaled to 2010).
Average
Base
Prod. Cost

Average
Actual
Prod. Cost

Net
Load Served

Unserved
by DA Plan

($/MWH)

($/MWH)

(MWH)

(MWH)

January

$17.55

$18.07

3,765,189

0

$50.00

465,448

$1,949

$0

$4.19

11.0%

February

$16.52

$16.99

3,295,060

6256

$50.00

472,998

$1,560

$313

$3.96

12.6%

HA Energy
Price
(per MWH)

Wind
Generation
(MWH)

Incr.
Prod. Cost

HA Energy
Cost

Hourly
Integration
Cost

(k$)

(k$)

($/MWH)

Load served
by Wind
(% of Total)

March

$16.33

$16.65

3,417,066

1876

$50.00

491,883

$1,104

$94

$2.43

12.6%

April

$15.91

$16.73

3,139,152

2355

$50.00

485,379

$2,564

$118

$5.52

13.4%

May

$16.64

$16.92

3,294,088

4793

$50.00

400,220

$916

$240

$2.89

10.8%

June

$18.81

$19.06

3,699,027

4526

$50.00

316,798

$930

$226

$3.65

7.9%

July

$20.65

$21.41

4,246,909

2884

$50.00

427,006

$3,228

$144

$7.90

9.1%

August

$22.54

$23.20

4,546,729

6640

$50.00

301,811

$2,992

$332

$11.01

6.2%

September

$17.62

$17.96

3,434,343

10781

$50.00

516,199

$1,151

$539

$3.27

13.1%

October

$16.17

$16.64

3,382,287

1266

$50.00

478,654

$1,607

$63

$3.49

12.4%

November

$15.75

$16.22

3,180,262

2976

$50.00

602,016

$1,499

$149

$2.74

15.9%

December

$16.80

$18.00

3,508,015

0

$50.00

625,926

$4,186

$0

$6.69

15.1%

Annual Total

$17.83

$18.38

42,908,126

44,353

5,584,338

$23,686

$2,218

$4.64

11.5%
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Table 21: Results of Hourly Analysis for Second Annual Data Set (2002 Wind Generation & 2002 Load Scaled to 2010)
Average
Base
Prod. Cost

Average
Actual
Prod. Cost

Net
Load Served

Unserved
by DA Plan

HA Energy
Price
(per MWH)

Wind
Generation
(MWH)

Incr.
Prod. Cost

HA Energy
Cost

Hourly
Integration
Cost

(k$)

(k$)

($/MWH)

Load served
by Wind
(% of Total)

($/MWH)

($/MWH)

(MWH)

(MWH)

January

$16.90

$17.47

3,476,721

158

$50.00

532,870

$2,003

$8

$3.77

13.3%

February

$15.78

$16.27

2,917,429

2771

$50.00

581,258

$1,431

$139

$2.70

16.6%

March

$15.94

$16.42

3,416,137

1783

$50.00

511,552

$1,618

$89

$3.34

13.0%

April

$17.87

$18.38

3,122,346

1691

$50.00

501,014

$1,579

$85

$3.32

13.8%

May

$16.67

$16.86

3,240,090

3202

$50.00

465,686

$604

$160

$1.64

12.6%

June

$19.52

$19.57

3,824,551

14975

$50.00

509,564

$198

$749

$1.86

11.8%

July

$23.35

$24.32

4,574,548

8514

$50.00

411,140

$4,416

$426

$11.78

8.2%

August

$19.03

$19.47

3,982,906

5526

$50.00

430,083

$1,732

$276

$4.67

9.7%

September

$18.21

$18.85

3,569,729

3240

$50.00

485,658

$2,260

$162

$4.99

12.0%

October

$16.41

$16.99

3,447,750

7243

$50.00

395,261

$1,997

$362

$5.97

10.3%

November

$16.02

$16.41

3,295,648

1523

$50.00

435,350

$1,309

$76

$3.18

11.7%

December

$16.55

$17.03

3,494,610

5977

$50.00

507,473

$1,699

$299

$3.94

12.7%

Annual Total

$17.91

$18.40

42,362,464

56,603

5,766,909

$20,846

$2,830

$4.11

12.0%
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Table 22: Production Cost Comparison for Base, Forecast, and Actual Cases
Base

January
February
March
April
May
2002 June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
2003 June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Forecast

Actual

Net Load Served Prod. Cost Wind Generation Net Load Served Prod. Cost Wind Generation Net Load Served Prod. Cost Wind Generation
(MWH)
($/MWH)
(MWH)
(MWH)
($/MWH)
(MWH)
(MWH)
($/MWH)
(MWH)
3,517,149
$16.90
492,600
3,517,159
$17.48
492,590
3,476,721
$17.47
532,870
2,930,801
$15.78
570,576
2,930,898
$16.09
570,479
2,917,429
$16.27
581,258
3,470,376
$15.94
459,096
3,470,400
$16.33
459,072
3,416,137
$16.42
511,552
3,098,927
$17.87
524,544
3,102,000
$18.51
524,540
3,122,346
$18.38
501,014
3,262,070
$16.67
443,928
3,262,126
$17.33
443,872
3,240,090
$16.86
465,686
3,838,538
$19.52
510,552
3,838,574
$19.70
510,516
3,824,551
$19.57
509,564
4,562,796
$23.35
430,992
4,561,149
$24.22
430,964
4,574,548
$24.32
411,140
3,998,107
$19.03
420,408
3,998,085
$19.42
420,430
3,982,906
$19.47
430,083
3,651,945
$18.21
406,536
3,651,931
$18.78
406,550
3,569,729
$18.85
485,658
3,421,791
$16.41
427,872
3,421,754
$16.72
427,908
3,447,750
$16.99
395,261
3,303,449
$16.02
429,072
3,303,439
$16.37
429,082
3,295,648
$16.41
435,350
3,489,660
$16.55
518,400
3,489,629
$16.86
518,431
3,494,610
$17.03
507,473
3,767,713
3,301,370
3,418,764
3,141,284
3,311,178
3,725,285
4,249,863
4,544,788
3,444,983
3,383,279
3,180,262
3,502,057

$17.55
$16.52
$16.33
$15.91
$16.64
$18.81
$20.65
$22.54
$17.62
$16.17
$15.75
$16.80

465,456
472,944
491,928
485,400
387,048
294,792
426,936
310,392
516,192
478,680
602,016
631,440

3,817,316
3,332,413
3,451,085
3,111,779
3,293,012
3,693,451
4,235,709
4,527,186
3,398,835
3,389,446
3,191,247
3,599,905

$17.99
$16.85
$16.59
$16.74
$16.84
$19.00
$21.46
$23.07
$17.78
$16.64
$16.21
$17.88

415,853
441,901
459,607
514,905
405,213
326,625
441,090
327,994
562,340
472,513
591,031
533,591

3,765,189
3,295,060
3,417,066
3,139,152
3,294,088
3,699,027
4,246,909
4,546,729
3,434,343
3,382,287
3,177,280
3,508,015

$18.07
$16.99
$16.65
$16.73
$16.92
$19.06
$21.41
$23.20
$17.96
$16.64
$16.22
$18.00

465,448
473,000
491,883
485,379
400,220
316,798
427,006
301,811
516,199
478,654
602,022
625,926
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Load Forecast Accuracy Issues
Day-ahead generation planning and scheduling, even without wind generation in the control
area, is based on forecasts. A projection of the control area load on an hour-by-hour basis for the
next day or days is the most important input to the planning process and analytical algorithms
for determining the lowest cost operating plan.
All forecasts contain at least some error, which for the preceding hourly analysis raises the
question of the relative importance of the wind generation forecast error versus the error in
forecasts for hourly load. Reference [15] provides an interesting analysis of the economic impact
of load forecasting accuracy for a sample power system, using an analytical methodology that is
similar to that employed in this study. The conclusions of that report are of interest in the context
of the current study:
•

Cost impacts due to load forecasting errors are small if hourly load forecasts are within
5% of the actual value. As the error increases beyond this value for the generic system
considered, the economic consequences increase substantially.

•

The greatest benefit in terms of reducing the economic impact of load forecast errors
comes from increasing the accuracy of the daily peak load forecast.

Results from a recent study of peak load forecasting accuracy by Xcel Energy are shown in Table
23. These particular results are for a more advanced load forecasting model that apparently
utilizes an embedded weather model.
Table 23: Day-Ahead Peak Load Forecast Accuracy from internal Xcel Study
Month
September

Mean Absolute
Peak Error
(MW)

Percentage
of
Peak

Std. Dev.

77

0.77%

0.24%

102

1.02%

1.29%

November

67

0.67%

0.16%

December

72

0.72%

0.26%

January

69

0.69%

0.21%

February

66

0.66%

0.19%

October

Extrapolating that performance to the study year, the expected error in the peak and hourly load
forecasts will be on the order of 50 to 100 MW for daily peak loads between 5000 and 10000 MW.
To facilitate comparison with hourly wind generation forecast errors, statistics from Table 23
were used to generate a synthetic forecast load data set.
For each day of the hourly loads from the scaled 2003 data set, a forecast series was generated. A
normally-distributed random error was created and applied to the actual load values by two
different methods:
•

The random forecast error percentage was generated for each hour of the day and
multiplied by the daily peak load value. The resulting value was then added to the
actual load value for each hour of the day and for each day of the year.
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•

A forecast error in MW was calculated as the product of the random error percentage
and the daily peak load. This error was then applied uniformly to each hourly value for
the day.

The first method results in a daily load forecast that exhibits random variations about some
smoother daily load pattern. The second method produces a forecast that is either lower or
higher for the entire day. (Results from both methods are shown in Figure 68.)

Figure 68:

Load forecast series developed with Xcel load forecast accuracy statistics.

The second method produces a load forecast that may be more realistic since actual load
forecasting would utilize peak load forecasts along with appropriate daily patterns drawn from
historical data. The historical patterns would not contain random deviations from hour to hour,
but instead reflect the smoother behavior of the aggregate load as it transitions through a
characteristic daily pattern.
The distribution of hourly forecast errors for both load forecast time series is shown in Figure 69.
The distribution from the daily error or peak load forecast error is lumpier since there are only
365 samples from the forecast error distribution. The error in each hour with the first method
constitutes a “draw” from the statistical sample, so the distribution is correspondingly smoother.
For both load forecast time series, the Mean Absolute Peak Error is just over 1%, with a standard
deviation of about 0.84%. These statistics are on the high end for both the mean and standard
deviation as per Table 23.
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Figure 69:

Distribution of hourly load forecast errors for the load forecast synthesis methods.

The corresponding distribution for the wind generation forecast errors is shown in Figure 70.
Note that the horizontal axis is expanded for this distribution. Also notable is the rather large
standard deviation of 272 MW for wind generation forecast error. The hourly wind generation
forecast errors that contribute to this large standard deviation likely result from inaccurate
projections of the timing of significant changes in wind generation.

Figure 70:

Forecast error statistics for 2003 wind generation time series.
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The effect of the wind generation forecast errors on the total hourly error in the day-ahead
forecast of net control area demand is found by combining the load and wind generation
forecasts and subtracting the result from the actual load minus wind generation for each hour of
the year. Figure 71 shows the distribution of hourly errors for the load only and for the
combination of load and wind generation.

Figure 71:

Hourly forecast error distribution for load only and load with wind.

For the load alone, there are less than 200 hours over the year where the hourly error is in excess
of +/-200 MW. With wind generation added, that number increases to almost 3900 hours. In
terms of statistics, the standard deviation of the hourly load forecast errors is 81 MW, and 272
MW for the hourly wind generation forecast errors. The standard deviation of load with wind
generation is 281 MW.
Neglecting load forecast errors in the hourly analysis likely overstates the calculated hourly
integration costs somewhat. In some instances, the wind generation and load forecast errors will
be compensating, and at other times lead to higher net hourly forecast errors. The preceding
analysis shows, however, that in the scenario for this study, wind generation forecast errors are
major factor in hourly forecast uncertainty. In addition, errors in wind generation forecast are
solely responsible for the very large hourly errors. These large hourly deviations from the plan
are of significance with regard to control area performance, and may contribute
disproportionately to integration costs at the hourly level.

MISO Market Considerations
In earlier discussion, the effect of external markets on the production cost impacts was
mentioned. How the nature of these markets could impact the hourly integration costs is
illustrated here.
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Increased production costs result in part from the commitment and scheduling of additional
resources to compensate for the forecast variations in wind generation that do not follow, and
may run counter to, the daily load curve. When the forecasts of this variability are in error,
additional costs are incurred. Because wind generation forecast accuracy degrades significantly
with time, day-ahead forecasts will always be less accurate than those for an hour or a few hours
ahead.
The situation may be one, then, of making a decision a day ahead that ends up costing
significantly if the information upon which that decision is based is not of sufficient accuracy.
The availability of liquid and competitive hour-ahead markets could dramatically alter how the
operators plan to handle the variability of wind generation. Rather than making a day-ahead
decision with uncertain information that will have negative economic consequences if it turns out
wrong, the decision can be deferred to a time when the accuracy of the information (i.e. wind
generation forecast) is much better. While the hour-ahead adjustment may be more costly, the
“win” probability over a longer period may be higher.
Planning studies conducted by MISO for the year 2007 indicate that energy supply is plentiful in
the upper Midwest, and projected locational marginal prices (LMPs) relevant to this study range
from roughly $10 to $20 per MWH. The upper range is seen in the peak load months and hours,
with minimum prices during the shoulder seasons. Costs incurred by Xcel to integrate wind
generation could presumably be reduced by utilizing liquid and flexible day-ahead and hourahead purchases and sales to compensate for the variability in wind generation, as an alternative
to more expensive internal resources. The results of the hourly analysis presented previously
seem to indicate that the integration costs are higher during the highest load months, when more
expensive marginal units are being dispatched around the variable wind generation.
The analytical methodology used to generate the hourly results was adapted to assess how use of
energy markets rather than internal resources would impact integration costs. Three of the 2003
monthly cases – January, May, and August – were re-run with the addition of dispatchable
market purchase and sale transactions. A maximum limit of 500 MW was assumed for both
purchase and sale. The purchase and sale prices in the day-ahead market were assumed to be
$25/MWH and $20/MWH respectively, constant for each hour of the day and each month
selected for evaluation.
The new market transactions were added to the “Base” case, and the unit commit program was
run to develop a minimum cost plan. In the “Forecast” case, the unit commitment program was
allowed to commit and dispatch all resources, including the market transactions, against a
forecast of wind generation and load. The resulting market transactions are then considered as
obligations assumed in the day-ahead energy market.
For the “Actual” case, the program was restricted to dispatching only the resources committed in
the “Forecast” case, but was allowed to re-dispatch all available units as well as the new market
transactions. The resulting hourly transactions for the market purchase and sale then reflects the
sum of the day-ahead obligations and purchases and sales in the hour-ahead market. An
assumption here is that wind generation predictions for the next hour are perfect.
The hour-ahead market transactions can then be calculated as the difference between the actual
purchases and sales and the day-ahead market obligations. As was the situation in the hourly
cases presented previously, there are hours in the “Actual” case where unit operating restrictions
lead to “unserved” energy. This energy was deducted from the computed hour-ahead market
sales.
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Figure 72 shows the day-ahead scheduled transactions and the actual transactions for the January
case. The hourly difference, representing the assumed hour-ahead transactions, is shown in
Figure 73.

January - DA Scheduled and Actual Transactions
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Figure 72:

A ctual Sales

Day-ahead scheduled and actual transactions for January market simulation case.
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Figure 73:

Assumed hour-ahead transactions for the January case.

Results for the market simulation cases are shown in Table 24. Price histories are not available
for the MISO day-ahead and hour-ahead markets, so an assumption was made that the hourahead transactions incurred a $10/MWH premium over the day-ahead prices, for both purchases
and sales. As that premium declines, the HA costs in the table would decline correspondingly.
The introduction of flexible market transactions to assist with balancing wind generation in both
the day-ahead scheduling process and on the day one hour ahead has a dramatic impact on
integration costs at the hourly level in the highest cost month (August, in this case). During the
lowest load month of the three (May), the effect is minimal; in fact, the premium for the hourahead transactions actually results in a slight increase in integration cost. Under these conditions,
schedulers could decide to utilize internal resources instead of risking higher costs in the market,
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so this premium could likely be avoided. In January, where the load is higher than May and
wind generation is higher than August, the effect is more modest, but still represents a 25%
decrease in integration cost.
Table 24: Results of Hourly Cases with Energy Market Assumptions
HA Energy
Cost

Hourly
Integration
Cost

(k$)

(k$)

($/MWH)

Actual
Prod. Cost

(k$)

k$)

January

$64,496.62

$65,722.79

3765735

465448

$1,226.17

$167.19

$2.99

$1.19

May

$50,771.83

$51,915.91

3294009

400220

$1,144.08

$169.34

$3.28

-$0.40

$100,773.31

$101,663.77

4534751

310401

$890.46

$156.23

$3.37

$7.64

August

Net
Wind
Load Served Generation
(MWH)
(MWH)

Incr.
Prod. Cost

Base
Prod. Cost

Difference
($/MWH)

The results are consistent with the notion that the system load level affects the units that would
be committed and dispatched to accommodate the variability in wind generation. During the
high load months, when expensive marginal units are committed and dispatched to
accommodate the variability in wind generation, flexible and less expensive market purchases
can dramatically reduce integration costs. At other times, when wind generation is
accommodated with less expensive units, the impact is less pronounced.
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Intra-Hourly Impacts
Background
The probable impacts of wind generation on the generation ramping requirements from hour to
hour was addressed in the previous sections, with the conclusion being that the analytical
methodology at the hourly level captures the costs of the increased ramping burden on the Xcel
system due to wind generation.
In this section, what happens on smaller time scales, within the hour, will be assessed.
The base data for the analysis consisted of multiple years of Xcel control area load data archived
at 5 minute resolution and synthesized wind generation data at 10 minute intervals for
overlapping years derived from the WindLogics meteorological simulations.

Data Analysis
One year of data corresponding to most of the calendar year 2003 was analyzed. The 2003 load
data was scaled so that the peak hour matches that peak demand of 9933 MW forecast for 2010.
The scaled load data and the net of the load data minus the wind generation is shown in Figure
74 at 10 minute intervals for 8000 hours.

Figure 74: High resolution load and wind generation data.

Within the hour, Xcel generating resources are controlled by the EMS to follow the changes in the
load. Some of these changes can be categorized as “regulation”, which was analyzed in a
previous section. Others, however, are of longer duration and reflect the underlying trends in the
load – ramping up in the morning and down late in the day. Still others could be due to longerterm variations about general load trend with time. The nature of these changes can be simply
quantified by looking at the MW change in load value from one ten minute interval to the next.
Figure 75 contains a time series of the load changes on a ten minute basis for the entire data set
analyzed here.
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Figure 75:

Changes in system load at ten minute intervals.

Most of the changes are within a +/- 200 MW band. The large deviations were analyzed, and
some are thought to be events where large blocks of load were lost; others are due to data quality
issues. The total number of these large excursions is negligible with respect to the number of
samples in the set (about 50,000).
A similar algorithm was applied to the synthesized high-resolution wind generation data, with
the result shown in Figure 76. While a large percentage of the fast excursions are confined to a
very narrow band, a significant increase in the number of large excursions is apparent.

Figure 76:

Ten-minute changes in wind generation from synthesized high-resolution wind
generation data.

Closer inspection of the high-resolution wind generation data set revealed short data gaps at the
beginning of each month. These gaps are an artifact of the meteorological model runs and
initialization process. Consequently, in the figure above, there are twenty-four ten-minute
change values that are spurious. A few of these are readily identifiable in the graph above as the
most extreme ten minute changes. Of the twenty-four spurious samples, nine of them resulted in
ten minute changes greater than 400 MW. Because these artificial changes were not identified
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until the analysis was nearly complete, they do appear in the statistics. Since the total number is
very small relative to the total number in the sample, the results and conclusions of the analysis
are not affected.
A comparison of the fast changes in system load and aggregate wind generation is shown in
Figure 77 for a one week period in the sample data sets. Positive and negative load trends can be
identified as extended periods above or below the zero line; sudden and significant changes in
wind generation appear as “spikes”. The plot seems to indicate that the volatility of the system
load at ten minute intervals is significantly higher than for the aggregate wind generation.

Figure 77:

System load and aggregate wind generation changes for a one week period.

Because of the large number of points in each time series, a statistical characterization is helpful
for developing an overall quantification. The distribution of the system load changes on a ten
minute basis over the entire 8000 hours of the data set is shown in Figure 78. Almost all of the
changes are less than 200 MW in magnitude.

Figure 78:

Distribution of 10 minute changes in system load.
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Figure 79 contains a similar representation for the ten minute changes in wind generation; most
of these changes are less than 100 MW.

Figure 79:

Distribution of 10 minute changes in aggregate wind generation.

From the system control perspective, the net of system load and wind generation is what is of
most interest. A time series was constructed from the original load and wind generation data,
and then processed to assess the impact of wind generation on the net control area demand
change on a ten minute interval. Figure 80 contains two distributions overlaid. The most visible
on the figure is the original distribution of changes in the load only, as shown in Figure 78 above.
The second distribution is just visible at the edges, indicating only a slight impact on the
magnitude of the fast changes to which the EMS and AGC systems must respond.

Figure 80:

Control area net load changes on ten minute intervals with and without wind
generation.
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Figure 81 expands the view of the two distributions to better reveal the impact of the aggregate
wind generation. The increase in the number of changes of larger magnitude is visible from the
figure, along with some more extreme “tail” events.

Figure 81:

Expanded view of Figure 80.

Statistics for the two distributions are shown in Table 25. The standard deviation of the changes
in control area net demand are increased slightly, by about 10 MW, with the addition of 1500 MW
of wind generation.
Table 25:

Statistics of Ten-Minute Changes

Quantity

Mean
(MW)

Standard
Deviation
(MW)

System Load

0

59.7

Aggregate Wind Generation

0

33.4

Load - Wind

0

69.0

It is interesting to note that the standard deviation of the system load and wind generation
combination is nearly equal to the root of the sum of the squares of the standard deviations of the
system load and wind generation distributions by themselves, indicating that the changes are
nearly uncorrelated.
The data analysis here indicates that the addition of 1500 MW of wind generation to the Xcel
system load has only a slight impact on the magnitude of changes in the net control area demand
within the hour. The standard deviation of all of the ten minute changes in the data series of
50000 such occurrences is increased by only 10 MW.
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Discussion
An objective of this study was to determine the “energy impacts of following the ramping and
fluctuation of the wind generation in the load following time frame.”
Energy impacts would stem from non-optimal dispatch of units relegated to follow load as it
changes within the hour. The faster fluctuations up and down about a longer term trend,
determine the regulation requirements as discussed before. These fluctuations were defined to
be energy neutral – i.e. integrated energy over a period is zero. The energy impacts on the load
following time frame thus do not include the regulation variations, but are driven by longer term
deviations of the control area demand from an even longer term trend. Additional production
costs (compared with those calculated on an hourly basis, for control area load that remains
constant for the hour) result from the load following units dispatched to different and possibly
non-optimal operating levels to track the load variation through the hour.
The additional costs of this type attributable to wind generation are related, then, to how it alters
the intra-hourly characteristic of the net control area demand. The analysis in the previous
section focused on the absolute changes in system load with and without wind generation on ten
minute intervals. The results show that wind generation would increase the intra-hourly
variability only slightly. Because the statistics were drawn from changes from one ten minute
interval to the next, the variations cannot be segregated from those that would occur if the control
area demand were smoothly transitioning from one hour-ending value to the next.
Another approach for characterizing the intra-hourly variations not classified as regulation
would be to compare the ten minute data to a trend derived from the hourly average load. A
long-term trend characteristic for system load with and without wind generation was created by
calculating the average of the ten minute data over a two hour rolling window. The results for
one 12-hour period are shown in Figure 82.

Figure 82:

12-hour load time series showing high-resolution data (red), hourly trend (blue), and
hourly average value (magenta).
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The hourly trend curve represents load characteristic that would impose a minimum burden and
cost for load following, since the changes are smooth and track the hourly values for which the
generation schedule was optimized. Deviations of the actual load from this curve mean that
generation must be raised or lowered to avoid a control performance violation. In most cases, a
prospective control performance violation would take precedence over a short-term non-optimal
dispatch, resulting in an incremental production cost.
While somewhat of an artificial construct, this formulation provides a useful baseline for
understanding the impact of wind generation on intra-hourly load following requirements. It is
similar to the method used for separating the regulation characteristics from the load trend. The
approach involves calculating the deviations of the actual control area demand from the hourly
trend curve. A comparison of the deviations will then shed light on the likely difference in the
intra-hourly burden for maintaining control performance and the possible increases in intrahourly production cost when wind generation is added to the mix.
Results of this calculation for the system load with and without wind generation are shown in
Figure 83 with an expanded view in Figure 84.

Figure 83:

Distribution of ten-minute deviations in system load from hourly trend curve, with (red)
and without wind generation (blue).
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Figure 84: Expanded view of Figure 83.

The numerical results are similar to those described previously that considered the absolute
changes on ten-minute increments. The standard deviation of the distribution of deviations from
the hourly trend for the load only is 53.4 MW; with wind generation in the control area, the
standard deviation increases to 64 MW.
In the earlier study, results from simulations of a limited number of “typical” hours along with
several simplifying assumptions were extrapolated to annual projections. A cost impact of
$0.41/MWH was assigned to wind generation due to the variability at a time resolution of five
minutes. However, one of the major simplifications was that only the wind generation exhibited
significant variability from a smooth hourly trend, so that all costs from the intra-hourly
simulations beyond those calculated at the hour level could be attributed to wind generation.
The data analyses from the preceding pages paint a somewhat different picture. The system load
does vary significantly about a smoother hourly trend curve, and may also vary substantially
from one ten-minute interval to the next. With this as the backdrop, it was shown that the
addition of wind generation to the control area would have only slight impacts on the intra-hour
variability of the net control area demand. It appears that the corresponding changes in wind
generation and those in the system load are uncorrelated, which substantially reduces the overall
effect of the variations in wind generation within the hour.
In quantitative terms, for the system load alone, just over 90% of the ten-minute variations from
the hourly trend value are less than 160 MW. With wind generation, that percentage drops to
86%, or stated another way, 90% of the ten-minute variations from the hourly trend value with
wind generation in the control area are less than 180 MW.
The original project plan called for simulations to be used for quantifying the energy cost impacts
at the sub-hourly level. This was the approach taken in the earlier study of the Xcel system, and
thought during preparation of the proposal to be the most direct method for this assessment. In
light of the results of the intra-hourly data analysis, it was determined that detailed chronological
simulations would be of very limited value for determining any incremental cost impacts for
intra-hourly load following. With a very slight effect on the characteristics of the intra-hourly
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control area demand characteristic as evidenced by the approximately 10 MW change in the
standard deviations, calculated effects on production cost would likely be in the “noise” of any
deterministic simulations.
Based on the analysis here, it is concluded that the $0.41/MWH of wind generation arrived at in
the previous study was artificially high since the load was assumed to vary smoothly during the
hour. Also, the statistical results presented here support the conclusion that the increase in
production on an intra-hourly basis due to the wind generation considered here would be
negligible.
The results do show, however, that wind generation may have some influence on control
performance as the number of large deviations from one interval to the next or from the longerterm trend of the net control area demand are significantly increased. This aspect is analyzed in
the next section.

Load Following Reserve Impacts
Maintaining control performance requires an adequate and available inventory of generation that
can be loaded or unloaded quickly. Inadequate load following reserves will result in
unscheduled interchanges with other control areas that may be in violation of acceptable limits,
leading to a degradation of control performance. The period over which these unscheduled
flows and the relevant performance standard, CPS2, are tallied is ten minutes. For each ten
minute period of the hour (beginning on the hour), the control area ACE (area control error) is
checked against a specified maximum limit; periods where ACE exceeds the limits are counted as
violations. There are approximately 4320 ten minute periods each month and 52,560 per year.
The “scoring” period for CPS2 is on a monthly basis. To maintain the required performance level
of 90% for CPS2, a control area can have no more than, on average, 14.4 ACE violations per day.
Figure 85 shows a further expanded view of Figure 80 which shows the ten-minute control area
load changes with and without wind generation. For evaluation of load following reserve
impacts and possible effects on control performance, the tails of the distribution are of most
interest. It was earlier shown that for a very large percentage of all of the ten minute periods over
the one year of sample data, wind generation has very little impact on the magnitude of these
changes. At the extremes of the distributions, however, the influence is more apparent.
Note that the distribution is skewed toward positive changes. These would result from sudden
decreases in wind generation, which appears as an increase in net control area load. While there
are a few instances in the sample where aggregate wind generation suddenly increases, they are
far outweighed by the sudden declines.
While not significant from an energy or production cost perspective, the events at the extremes of
the distribution could affect control performance, thereby leading to some financial consequence.
To assess whether this would be the case for the present scenario, increases in the occurrences of
control area demand change of a given magnitude can be “counted”. Table 26 shows the number
of occurrences over the sample year of data where the net control area load (load minus wind
generation) changed more than a given amount (up or down) in one ten minute period.
The impact of the ten minute changes in wind generation can be inferred from the table by
considering the present policy for load following reserves and current control performance in
terms of CPS2.
To meet the CPS2 for the load alone, the ability to ramp up or down at more than 100 MW per ten
minute period (or 10 MW per minute) would be necessary, since the number of changes in the
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annual data set (5782) is greater than the maximum allowable number of violations over the year
(5256), assuming that the changes are evenly distributed across each month (since CPS2 is a
pass/fail on a monthly basis). At 12 MW per minute, the control area would be in compliance
with CPS2 compliance, even with wind generation. CPS2 performance would be 2% lower (92%
vs. 94%).

Figure 85:

Ten-minute system load changes with (red) and without (blue) wind generation.

Table 26:

Extreme System Load Changes – with and without Wind over One Year of Data
(~50 K samples)

# of Occurrences
10 min. Change

System Load

System Load with
Wind

Difference

greater than +/- 100 MW

5782

7153

1371

greater than +/- 120 MW

3121

4148

1027

greater than +/- 140 MW

1571

2284

713

greater than +/- 160 MW

730

1246

516

greater than +/- 200 MW

165

423

258

greater than +/- 400 MW

26

92

66

greater than +/- 600 MW

18

44

26

With a ramping capability of 140 MW per ten minute period, CPS2 performance would be
comfortably above the minimum requirement with or without wind generation. Or, from
another perspective, if the current CPS2 performance is 94%, maintaining that performance level
with the addition of 1500 MW of wind generation would require somewhere between 1 and 2
MW/minute of additional load following capability.
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While the addition of wind generation substantially increases the number of larger magnitude
deviations (i.e. last three rows of the table), the impact on control performance is small due to the
relatively small total number of events. The synthesized wind generation data set does predict,
however, that large changes in wind generation do occur even for the geographically diverse
scenario considered in this study.

Conclusions – Intra-hourly Impact
Based on analysis of an entire year of ten-minute data, 1500 MW of wind generation in the Xcel
control area would have only minor impacts on the volatility of the net control area demand from
one ten minute interval to the next. There is also little effect on the deviation of the control area
demand from a trend curve representing the longer term (hourly or more) transition through the
daily load pattern. As a result, the “energy impacts” inside the hour are assumed to be
negligible.
This conclusion conflicts to a degree with those from the earlier study of the Xcel system. In that
study, however, the variation of the load within the hour was neglected, with all of the fast
ramping of load following resources over and above tracking a smooth progression of the
demand from hour-to-hour attributed to wind generation. The data analysis presented here
shows that the load variation within the hour is quite significant relative to that expected for
wind generation. The variations from the wind generation and the load are also uncorrelated, so
there is an overall smoothing effect when considering the entire data set.
Wind generation will slightly increase the requirement for load following resources with fast
ramping capability. The number of large deviations from one ten-minute interval to the next is
substantially increased by wind generation, such that maintaining control performance would
require that additional load following resources be committed to this function. The additional
capacity of this incremental load following reserve is somewhat difficult to quantify, since the
analysis couches it in terms of fast ramping capability rather than gross capacity. The additional
requirement appears to be on the order of 1-2 MW per minute.
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Task 4 - Summary and Conclusions
The analysis conducted in this task indicates that the costs of integrating 1500 MW of wind
generation into the Xcel control area in 2010 are no higher than $4.60/MWH of wind generation,
and are dominated by costs incurred by Xcel to accommodate the significant variability of wind
generation and the wind generation forecast errors for the day-ahead time frame.
The total costs include about $0.23/MWH as the opportunity cost associated with an 8 MW
increase in the regulation requirement, and $4.37/MWH of wind generation attributable to unit
commitment and scheduling costs. The increase in production cost due to load following within
the hour was determined by a statistical analysis of the data to be negligible. The intra-hour
analysis also showed that an incremental increase in fast ramping capability of 1-2 MW/minute
would be necessary to maintain control performance at present levels. This specific impact was
not monetized.
The analytical approach for assessing costs at the hourly level in this study compares the actual
delivery of wind energy to a reference case where the same daily quantity of wind energy is
delivered as a flat block. In addition to costs associated with variability and uncertainty, the total
integration cost then will contain a component related to the differential time value of the energy
delivered. If more wind energy is actually delivered “off-peak” relative to the reference case,
when marginal costs are lower, this differential value will show up in the integration cost. The
total integration cost calculated by this method is still a meaningful and useful value, but care
must be taken not to ascribe all of the integration cost to uncertainty and variability of wind
generation output.
Wind generation also results in a much larger ramping requirement from hour to hour. The costs
associated with this impact are captured by the hourly analysis, as the unit commitment and
schedule must accommodate any large and sudden changes in net control area demand in either
the forecast optimization case, or in the simulation with actual wind generation. In the
optimization case that utilizes wind generation forecast data, generating resources must be
committed and deployed to follow control area demand while avoiding ramp rate violations. In
the simulation cases with actual wind generation, changes due to wind generation that cannot be
accommodated result in “unserved energy” in the parlance of the unit commitment software,
which really means that it must be met through same-day or more probably next-hour purchases.
Some specific conclusions and observations include:
1.

While the penetration of wind generation in this study is low with respect to the
projected system peak load, there are many hours over the course of the year where wind
generation is actually serving 20 to 30% (or more) of the system load. A combination of
good plans, the right resource mix, and attractive options for dealing with errors in wind
generation forecasts are important for substantially reducing cost impacts.

2.

That said, the cost impacts calculated here are likely to be somewhat overstated since
little in the way of new strategies or changes to practices for short-term planning and
scheduling were included in the assumptions, and since the hour-ahead adjustments in
the study are made at a price closer to the marginal cost of internal resources than those
in a liquid wholesale energy market.

3.

The incremental regulation requirement and associated cost for accommodating 1500
MW of wind generation, while calculable, is quite modest. The projected effect of
geographic diversity together with the random and uncorrelated nature of the wind
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generation fluctuations in the regulating time frame, as shown by the statistical analysis,
have a dramatic impact on this aspect of wind generation.
4.

Large penetrations of wind generation can impact the hourly ramping requirements in
almost all hours of the day. On the hourly level, this results in deployment of more
resources to follow the forecast and actual ramps in the net system load, thereby
increasing production costs.

5.

Wind generation integration costs are sensitive to the deployment of units, which is also
a function of the forecast system load. The results seem to indicate that these costs can be
high over a period when expensive resources are required to compensate for the hourly
variability, even when the total wind generation for the period might be low.

6.

For the study year of 2010, the cost of integrating 1500 MW of wind generation into the
Xcel-NSP control area could be as high as $4.60/MWH of wind energy where the hourby-hour forecast of wind for 16 to 40 hours ahead has a mean absolute error of 15% or
less. The total integration cost is dominated by the integration cost at the hourly level,
and assumes no significant changes to present strategies and practices for short-term unit
commitment and scheduling.

7.

The MISO market cases demonstrate that the introduction of flexible market transactions
to assist with balancing wind generation in both the day-ahead scheduling process and
the day one hour ahead has a dramatic positive impact on the integration costs at the
hourly level. For example, in August the hourly cost was reduced by two thirds.

Results of the hourly analysis are considered to be quite conservative , i.e. they are on the high
end of the range of results that could be generated by varying the assumptions. While the
methodology is relatively robust and thought by the researchers to be straightforward and
consistent with industry practice, a number of assumptions were made to facilitate analysis of a
large set of sample days – two years of days unique in peak load, load pattern, actual and forecast
wind generation. The input data for the hourly analysis was developed in such a way that any
correlations between Xcel control area load and the wind resource in the upper Midwest are
actually embedded in the datasets.
Much of the conservatism in the hourly analysis stems from the simplification of many decisions
that would be made by knowledgeable schedulers, traders, and system operators to reduce
system costs and/or increase profits. This leads to the use of resources which are under the
control of the unit commitment program to accommodate the variability of wind generation and
the day-ahead wind generation forecast errors. In months with higher electric demand, these
resources can be relatively expensive.
Energy purchases and sales are a potential alternative to internal resources. In the hourly
analysis, these transactions were fixed, not allowing for the day-ahead flexibility that might
currently exist for judicious use of inexpensive energy to offset the changes in wind generation.
Optimizing these transactions day by day would have prevented evaluation of the statistically
significant data set of load and wind generation, and would have been to difficult to define
objectively.
Given the likely sources of the integration cost at the hourly level, it is apparent that a better
strategy for purchase and sale transactions scheduled even day-ahead would reduce integration
costs at the hourly level. This leads naturally to considering how wholesale energy markets
would affect wind integration costs.
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The planning studies conducted by MISO show that wholesale energy is relatively inexpensive in
the upper Midwestern portion of their footprint. Transmission constraints do come into play on
a daily and seasonal basis, but interchange limits for most of Minnesota are reasonably high
relative to the amount of wind generation considered in this study. The ability to use the
wholesale energy market as a balancing resource for wind generation on the hourly level has
significant potential for reducing the integration costs identified here.
Wholesale energy markets potentially have advantages over bi-lateral transactions as considered
simplistically in this study. In day-ahead planning, for example, it would be possible to schedule
variable hourly transactions consistent with the forecast variability of the wind generation.
Currently, day-ahead bi-lateral transactions are practically limited to profiles that are either flat
or shapeable to only a limited extent. Hour-ahead purchases and sales at market prices would
provide increased flexibility for dealing with significant wind generation forecast errors,
displacing the more expensive units or energy fire sales that sometimes result when relying on
internal resources.
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Project Retrospective and Recommendations
Observations
Value of Chronological Wind and Load Data for Analysis
The numerical meteorological simulation was the basis for all of the technical analysis in this
study. Compared with previous efforts to assess operating impacts that the project team either
participated in or is very familiar with, this chronological wind generation data has advantages
and provided for improvements to the analytical methods used to assess integration costs:
•

The numerical modeling approach can properly capture the important relationships
between geographically diverse wind plants. These relationships are critical to avoid
either under- or over-estimating the effects of wind generation on control area
operations. Other approaches must rely on approximations, assumptions, or extension of
limited amounts of data, and therefore cannot capture the true correlation between plants
that are driven by the same meteorology but at different times and potentially in
different ways due to geographic location.

•

The wind generation model can be easily validated and fine-tuned for specific locations
when sufficient measurement data from operating wind plants is available.

•

The modeling technique employed by WindLogics automatically embeds any correlation
between wind generation and system load when the analytical techniques use system
load records from the years for which the numerical simulations were run. These
correlations would arise from the dependence of the system load on the same
meteorology that drives the wind resource.

•

With further applications of the technique, validation may become less critical, allowing
it to be used in areas where no wind generation currently operates.

•

The incremental cost to archive additional proxy “tower” locations is small. Data for all
of the prospective development sites in a control area could be generated in a single run.
A variety of development scenarios could be constructed from this single data set.

•

The nature and quality of the data from the numerical simulations has application to not
only the investigation of operating impacts as in this study, but also in the assessment of
transmission issues and as baseline data for evaluating strategies and operator response
to significant wind generation events, i.e. those where the total wind generation might
change by a large amount in a relatively short period of time.

Variability and Forecast Error
In the hourly analysis, it was originally thought that the production cost from the intermediate
case, where wind generation forecast rather than the “actual” data was used to develop a unit
commitment and schedule, could be used to assess the cost of wind generation variability, and
that the difference between this cost and the production cost from the “actual” case was due to
forecast error.
The three sets of cases were analyzed with this hypothesis in mind. It was found that such a tidy
differentiation of costs does not seem to exist in the case results, as there are certain months
where the forecast production cost is actually higher than the actual cost. Somewhat surprisingly,
those instances correspond to cases where the total wind generation forecast for the month was
smaller than what was actually delivered.
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Figure 86 shows the forecast error in MWH plotted against the difference in production cost
between the “actual” and “forecast” cases. When the actual wind generation is larger than the
forecast wind generation, the production cost for the forecast case tends to be higher than for that
using the actual wind generation data.
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Figure 86:

Empirical relationship between monthly wind energy forecast error and production cost
difference between actual and forecast cases.
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In Figure 87, production cost differences between the actual and forecast cases and the actual and
base cases are plotted as a function of monthly wind energy forecast error. Non-linear trend lines
for the data are also shown.
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Figure 87:

Empirical relationship between monthly energy forecast error and a) production cost
difference between actual and forecast case (black); and b) actual and base case
(magenta).
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It is difficult to draw any definitive conclusions from the previous plots, other than that the
“Forecast” case does not conveniently divide the cost of the wind variability from the
predictability. They do, however, suggest some tantalizing relationships between forecast error
and integration cost that must be left for further research efforts.
Methodology and Tools
With the meteorological simulation data as the basis for the wind generation model, and load
data for the corresponding years and hours of the simulation, the analytical methodology can be
structured to closely mimic the operating practice and procedures for any control area. In
essence, the analysis really becomes one of “try it and see what happens”, since nearly all of the
actual day-to-day decisions made in the generation commitment and scheduling process can be
simulated.
The disadvantage of this approach is that it is data- intensive, and computer simulation time for
the optimization cases is significant. In addition, some trade-offs between accurate modeling of
all operating practices and time horizon for the study may be necessary, since introducing more
detail in the case setup and assumptions, as would actually be the case as the schedulers are
looking out to the next day or days, makes running the cases necessary for annualizing costs a
tall order in terms of human resource. The results of such an exercise, however, would be of
extremely high quality and very meaningful in the specific context of the wind generation
scenario considered and the control area being studied.
Given the complexity of the problem, however, there is no alternate way at this time to even
estimate these impacts from a cost-based perspective. The problem is not as daunting in regions
with a range of energy and ancillary service markets, if, of course, it can be assumed that the
additional wind generation would not influence prices in any of the relevant markets.
While the Areva dispatch training simulator was found not to be necessary for completing the
scope of this study, the software modifications made in anticipation of its use in Task 4 along
with the effort expended to develop the simplified model for the Xcel control area do show the
significant potential value of such a tool for future investigations. Based on the experience
garnered from this study, it is concluded that such a platform combined with the chronological
wind generation data is the preferred environment for future studies. It would provide the
ability to capture all of the system impacts – both technical and economic – in an integrated
fashion. This will be especially important where it is not possible to completely decouple or
categorize the effects on the operation of other generators in the control area. Inclusion of the
transmission network would allow investigation of other system impacts – such as voltage
regulation, which could impact the commitment and scheduling of generators – along with the
impacts considered here.
Further development and application of the dispatch training simulator as an analytical tool
would eventually provide a path for the simulator to be used for its original intended application:
Training power system operators. The elements combined for the analysis in Task 4 of this study
– the wind resource characterization and wind generation model development, the wind
generation forecast data, and the hourly analysis – could form the basis for providing operators
with experience in dealing with the additional challenges related to wind generation well before
it actually becomes a reality in the control area.

Recommendations for Further Investigation
Because the assessment of economic and technical impacts of large amounts of wind generation
on power system operation is a relatively new area of study, an intensive investigation like the
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one reported on here invariably generates new sets of questions and topics for further
exploration. Other questions have been identified in the course of other studies, but no
opportunities have yet arisen to for them to be adequately considered. The next paragraphs
attempt to identify those questions and topics relevant to the data, methods, and results from this
study in the hope that they can contribute to the formulation of future research efforts.
As mentioned previously, the wind generation data set used here is unique. The scope and
schedule for this study did not allow for a complete exploration of the wind data or the
algorithms used to create the chronological wind generation model. Recommendations for such
analysis include:
•

Quantification of correlations between wind generation and the system load data. For
instance, wind generation has a larger probability of being low on summer afternoons.
Is there any correlation between load and wind that might be attributable to
meteorology, i.e. peak loads on hot, muggy, and still days, and higher winds in the wake
of a frontal passage that would likely reduce daily peak load significantly

•

Refinement of the algorithms for translating wind speed data at a proxy tower location
to wind generation, more accurately accounting for array and electrical losses.

•

Further validation of the wind generation model, especially at higher time resolutions.

•

Assessment of the costs and potential benefits of alternate temporal and spatial
resolutions – e.g. 5 min. at 2 km.

•

What are the limitations of the meteorological simulations in terms of validity at various
spatial and temporal levels – e.g. could the numerical techniques be applied on a
turbine-by-turbine basis for an individual plant?

•

Analytical characterizations of the correlations between individual wind plant output for
different seasons, wind directions, etc.

•

Parametric investigation of the sensitivity of integration costs to market structure and
prices.

The ELCC analysis using the GE MARS program was based primarily on previous work by
Milligan at NREL. In discussions with Milligan through the course of work in this study, a
number of areas for further investigation were identified:
•

How can or should temporal and seasonal patterns in wind generation best be captured
in the chronological reliability calculation using Monte Carlo techniques and state
transition matrix representations for generating resources?

•

How does neglecting unit commitment in the calculation de-value the reliability
contribution of wind plants? In GE MARS, units that may be off-line due to
commitment decisions are assumed to be available, thereby increasing their capacity
value relative to wind generation, which would have no such constraints.

•

What modifications might be made to a tool like GE MARS to improve its applicability
to reliability assessments including unique resources like wind generation?

•

Given that an ELCC method has been recommended as an improvement to capacity
accreditation methods like that used by MAPP, what type and how much data would be
necessary to construct the wind generation models?
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Wind generation forecast time-series were essential for the methods employed in this study.
Additional validation of the forecast errors assumed here would be beneficial. For studies of this
type going forward, other questions to be addressed include:
•

How would forecast errors for a single wind plant compare to those from a wide-area
wind generation forecasting system, where a third-party is charged with developing a
wind production forecast for an entire control area? Would the results for the aggregate
forecast be expected to be smaller, due to compensating errors in individual plant
forecasts, or of the same relative magnitude?

•

How might confidence levels be incorporated into wind generation forecasts?

The integration costs identified here are driven by commitment and dispatch decisions at the
hourly level. There are many variations of the assumptions and approach used here that could
shed further light on the specific drivers of these integration costs as well as on opportunities for
reducing them. On this list are:
•

The relationship between integration cost and wind generation penetration level for a
specific system.

•

The sources of significant non-linearities in the integration cost vs. penetration curve

•

The relationship between wind generation forecast error and integration cost.

•

Alternate methods for incorporating wind generation forecasts and associated confidence
intervals into the unit commitment process – e.g. a modification of the hour-by-hour
next-day forecast using a rolling average or windowing technique, intentional under- or
–over forecasting, etc.

•

Alternate algorithms for solving the unit commitment problem in the face of increased
uncertainty due to wind generation – e.g. stochastic unit commitment.

•

Improved modeling of day-ahead unit commitment decisions and transaction
scheduling, which could be accomplished by changing assumptions and running
simulations one day, rather than one month, at a time.

•

Formal treatment of load forecast errors, which could be done with some built-in features
of the unit commitment program.

•

Higher-fidelity treatment and simulation of wholesale energy markets, including
seasonal and daily price curves based on historical data.

•

Additional evaluation of the “base” case, which establishes the reference production
costs from which the wind generation integration cost is computed.

•

Assessment of very high penetration levels to determine if there is a point or region (for a
given system) beyond which additional wind generation could not be technically
accommodated by the system, and to shed light on the relationship between penetration
level and integration cost..

•

Assessment of the effect of resource mix on integration costs.

Finally, the wind generation model data developed for this study coupled with high-resolution,
high-fidelity simulation platform such as the Dispatch Training Simulator (with the software
modifications made during this study) would allow for a completely comprehensive
investigation of all the operational questions related to large amounts of wind generation. With
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the transmission network model included, the uses of the platform would encompass the entire
universe of operational questions related to wind generation.
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